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ABSTRACT 

A masterpiece of literature remains a masterpiece 

by continuing to reward its readers. But it is unfor

tunate that some of the most rewarding elements in a 

distinguished work of fiction are sometimes obscured by 

t he shadows that its reputation casts. It is therefore 

the job of each new generation of readers to re-examine 

t hose relics o f t he far and recent past , and expose them 

to the resuscitating breath of a novel point of view. 

In this reading of Moby Dick, I have tried to show 

t hat the book has suffered the depreciation of many years 

of too-formal appreciation. It has been my intention to 

show that Mo by Dick is much more entertaining and much 

l ess metaphysical than most scholarship has insisted. I 

have tried to show that the novel not only contains humor , 

but that it depends upon humor as an important source of 

thematic statement , as an aesthetic element, and as the 

agent of good, simple amusement . 
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PART I 

INTRODUCTION 



The prob lem of Moby Dick is one of perspective. I 

r ead t he book as an extende d satire based on the honest 

but errant perceptions of Ishmael. In his faith in the 

nob i lity of Ma n , the whaleman specifically, and in his 

enthusiasm for the chase, Ishmael ignores the symbolic 

qua lity of the hunted whale. He spends a great deal of 

time describing the sperm whale's remarkable characteristics. 

But his intention is to glorify the whale as an object of 

the hunt and to thereby ennoble the men who hunt it. The 

result , however, is that the sperm whale emerges as a creature 

of great dignity in its own right. Likewise, Ishmael's 

treatment of the Pequod ' s crew, in its attempt to glorify 

and praise the whaleman, unintentionall y reveals them to be 

rather an arrogant and unprincipled lot. His attempt to 

elevate the whale to a status that justifies men's 

preoccupation with it instead succeeds in glorifying the 

whale beyond any possible comparison with his predators. 

And Ishmael's attempt to dignif y the hunt leaves Man looking 

comic and pathetic in the shadow of his prey. The paradigms 

of this vision are Ahab a nd Mo b y Dick. Ahab represents an 

ironically re ve rsed image of what is best and nobles t about 

human nature. Ahab is determined and there is no doubt 

about the source of his determin at i on. But Ahab, Ishmael 

conspicuously fails t o perceive, has ne ve r considered the 

possibility that his fate has been a just one; that, in 

fact, he n. i gh t have bee n spared a more stern lesson by the 

1 
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whi te whal e. Death is more final than truncati on. Ahab' s 

nobil it y, in Ishmael ' s eyes, has to do with his stubborn 

certainty that he has been wronged. His determination to 

pursue vengeance is simply the indication of this deeper 

convi c tion . But Ahab refuses to see himself as an 

aggressor o r as a perpetrator of wrong. Ahab presents a 

picture of human arrogance, the type of self-love that 

unapol ogetically justifies unconscionable abuses in the 

interest of a personal whim. Moby Dick , in contrast, is a 

model of genuine greatness: serenely puissant, inoffensive 

except when mortally offended, and as capable of firm 

certain acti vity as the planets themselves. 

Moby Dick exists on three levels . There is the most 

obvious plane on whi c h the book is a grand metaphor for the 

whole of life and the human condition. This is the 

assumption that is at the core of the overwhelming majority 

o f criticism , and much of the criticism in the following 

section. These critics choose some aspect of the book and 

enumerate its innumerable parallels in life and in other 

works of art . But the book also exists on the level of 

pure c omedy, as I will try to de~onstrate. It is also a 

l ong , confused tale about an impressionable young man who 

has a s ometimes pro f ound a nd sometimes c omicall y shallow 

insi ght int o human nat ure, and who embarks on a fishing trip 

of he r o i c pr oport io ns. 



The t ruth , of course , and the third level of 

i nterpretation , rests at the intersection of these two 

extreme points of view. Onl y by playing the ironic vo ice 

of the narrat or against the depth and profundit y of the 

action can the full circle of Moby Dick's true meaning be 

approached. 

3 



PART II 

REVIEW OF SCHOLARSHIP 



To suggest that in additio n to being a mo nument to 

the da rkn ess of the human soul Moby Di ck is also a humorous 

book is to swim against the mainstream of critical thinking. 

The stone face of criticism will concede that Ishmael's 

ironic tone is amusing at times; but Ishmael is as likely 

to pon der the transcendent issues of mortality as he is to 

justify with wit and detachment some f orm of behavior that 

is at least superficially absurd: like going whaling in the 

first place. The humor that informs Moby Dick is less 

superficial than an ironic tone of voice or turn of phrase, 

although it certainly embraces those affectations. 

In brief, stripped of cumbersome metaphysics and its 

intimidating reputation, Mo by Dick is an unlikely fish story 

that demands an outrageous suspension of disbelief, and 

promises to in turn reward credulity with a clearer glimpse 

of the human plight. 

In Melville: The Ironic Diagraml, John Seelye demon

strates an awareness o f the tensi ons and dualities at play 

in Moby Dick, but f ocuses on their function as agents of 

Mel ville's highest concern. By associating Ahab with the 

straight line and Ishmael with the circle, Seelye claims, 

Melville identifies a conflict between absolutism and 

rel at i v ism t hat is the mo s t important recurring tension in 

Moby Dick. Ahab is a personification of purpose without 

l 
~Joh n Seel ye , Melvil l e: The Ironi c Diagram (Evanst on , 

1970). 
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compromise , while Ishmael represents compromise without 

purpose. Ne ither character is enn ob led by his bias, or 

parti cu l arl y enlightened by his experiences. At the end of 

the book Ahab ' s purpose is thwarted, and Ishmael is still 

without a clear resol ve. In Seelye's opinion, Moby Dick 

is a defini t i on of Man ' s fate: a perpetual search for 

determinati on in a universe without a clear place or 

purpose for man. 

5 

As f ar as this interpretation goes, it is fine. Ahab 

and Ishmael are certainly antipodes, and a geometrical 

expression of the fact is as good as any other. Ishmael is 

a survivor while Ahab shuns simple survival. But in the 

larger context of the work , this is just a single example of 

a persistent theme o f balancing contradictions that 

literally permeates Moby Dick. In fact, Melville seems to 

be adherin g t o some unwrit t en universal law of eternal 

human incompatibility. The contrasting elements in the book 

are more than simpl y ironi c ; they are comically equiponder

ant. Ishmael is a relati vi st and Ahab is an absolutist; 

Pip is a madman who is wiser than simple rationality will 

allow. Pip is "protec ted" by the dangerous madman , Ahab, 

who has reached beyond reason ' s ability to answer complex 

questio ns simply. Queequeg is a primal animal who l ooks 

like a cannibal, but is actually an island aristocrat and 

a practicing moral philosopher. Ishmae l is a r eflect i ve 



urban truth-seeker hungry for t he taste of s altwate r wild

life a nd simple truths. When Ishmael co nfronts simplicity 

in the person of Queequeg, he is at first repulsed , then 

charmed , then he fo r ge ts about Queequeg altogether and 

submerges himself in t he imponderables of blubber and 

whale oil. 

Clearly Melville's ironic pairing of characters was 

not intended to be exclusive, and so it is hard to believe 

that any satisfactory interpretation of the whole of the 

book can be based on an analysis of just one of these 

6 

pairs. In fact, Me l ville has turned irony into a symbol 

that parodies itself. Intricate patterns like these can not 

be so easil y abstra cted from a chronicle of events like 

Mo by Dick without of fering a hint of t he felicity behind 

them. It is almost as if Melville is playing a public game, 

moving his pieces according t o predi ctable rules of play, 

and constructing an e laborate facade in the form of 

s ymbolic allegory. 

Seel ye does not f ol l ow his hypothesis nearly as far 

as it could lead him , and he completely misses the comic 

vision ba si c to the ironic oppositions he perceives . His 

criticism correctly points to Melville's use of geometric 

i mage r y as a metaphor for the relationship between 

extreme personality types (represented by Ahab and I shmae l ) . 

But in his reach f or a systematic approach , he exaggerates 

t he thema ti c si gnific a nce o f his observati on, and at the 



same time loses sight of its human appeal. Every person

ality has a unique shape , and each shape complements 
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another in the vast puzzle of human strengths and weaknesses. 

Seel ye recognizes the depth of the theme of individual 

human limitation and collective human interdependency, but 

by trying t o extend his observation into a major statement 

about Moby Dick, he sacrifices the sense of fun that is 

immanent in Melville's clever restatement of these familiar 

ideas. 

The most typical kind of insensitivity to the humor 

in Moby Dick is expressed by Milton Millhauser in his 

article , "The Form of Moby Dick." 2 Millhauser analyzes 

Melville's storytelling in terms of the standard unities 

of time, place , and dramatic action observed by the 

classical tragedians, Aeschylus and Sophocles. It would 

be off the subject to comment on the degree to which the 

classical dramatists that Millhauser calls upon fail to 

adhere to the binding rules that he attributes to them 

(Classical drama is an invention of seventeenth-century 

Fr ench Neoclassicism more than it was ever a truth 

rele vant to the Greek stage.) ; but by making this associa

ti on , Millhauser gives himself a steady framework for an 

e laborate interpretation of ~~oby Dick , focusing on its 

2
~i!i 1 ton Mi 11 ha user , "The Form of Moby Di ck," Criti cs 

of ~1elville ( Cc r al Gables , 1972). 



' 'classi ca l tragica l i mpo r t . 11 3 Ahab, he be lieves , is the 

pr ototypical he r o a t odds wi t h all of the tradi t i ona l 

i mpe dime nt s to human per fec t io n : pride , the taci tur nit y of 

God , a nd philosophi c impoten c e , to mention just an 

exemplary f ew. Millhauser displays reverence for the 

ele va t ed theme o f Moby Di c k , i ts respect f or t he elements 

of classical unity, and its symbolic style: "Order is 

opposed to excess . . 11 4 ; "Ever ything that is noble and 
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doomed about Man's nature . . . 11 5 ; " A tragedy modeled to 

the vehi c le o f prose ." 6 His Moby Di ck is humorless , 

pedantic , and as full of meaningful splinters as t he Peguod 

a f ter i t s terminal confrontatio n with the whale. 

Again , what is missing in an interpretation like 

this , one t hat is determined t o reach for transcendence , is 

a feelin g for Melville's grasp o f t he casual comedy of 

human experience . Even metaph ysic ians take a day off now 

and then. Mo by Dick certainl y does suggest all of the 

things t hat Millhauser s ee s i n it , but it does not insist 

on them with the implacable intensit y of a Greek tragedy , 

as Millhauser imag ines . Inst ead o f slowl y building tension 

throughout the boo k and then rel easing it all a t once in a 

ca thar t i c burst , Mel ville plays with conventional preconcep

t i ons about t he way an impor tant theme should be treated. 

3 . 
M1ll hauser , pp. 242 - 24 3. 

4Millhaus e r , p . 255. 

5Millhause r , p . 260 . 

6~illhauser , p. 260 . 



He offers se ve ral lesser climaxes , and parodies the 

classical notion of fatalism by balancing the seeming 

significance of an event against its real importance in 
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the greater context of the story : Fedahalla is ominously 

interred in a sinking whale's head , only to be rescued, 

playfully undercutting the strength of the event as a 

symbol and deliberately wasting the potential of the scene 

as a device for stimulating tension. He inflates minor 

details into grand symbols: when Ahab throws his pipe into 

the sea, for example , the gesture implies a rejection of 

e verything inconsistent with his narrow purpose. And 

Melville sometimes leaves seemingly significant details 

unde veloped: having suffered an amusing devaluation from a 

three-dimensional symbol of the inherent goodness of primal 

man to a simple two-dimensional harpooner with odd manner

isms, a death wish, and a lot of tattoos, Queequeg is a 

forgotten man by the middle of the book. 

Just as Melville is capable of stretching the 

symbolism of~ Dick beyond credibility , he is equally 

capable of mocking the transcendental ambitions of his 

story with light-hearted descriptions and dramatic effects 

inappropriate to the real depth of the meanings the book 

suggests. An appreciation of this playfu l protean quality 

of G1oby Dick lightens the wei ght of the book considerably, 

eliminates the need to e xp l ain with precision its every 

in co nsistency , and a llows for ~el v ille's use of a loose 
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narrative sty l e t hat would be i n imi ca l to an ear nest 

tragedian. Compare the in t imat e hallucinoge ni c qua l i t y of 

t he ' 'Tr y- wo rks " chapter with the mo od of de tache d pragma

ti sm that motivates Ishmael ' s momentary conversi on to 

paganism in chapter t wo . Mel ville is more flexible than 

the tr agedian. He has a sense of humor . More importantly , 

he has a sense of the equivocal distinction between t he 

comi c and t he serious qualities o f mind. Cert ainly , a 

tragedian created the Ahab who dared to challenge the 

forces o f nature. But a man with a sense of humor created 

the stuff y whaler who tried so hard to find a force in the 

uni verse greater than himself that , with small difficulty, 

he succeeded. 

An approach t o Mo by Dick only slightly less school

masterly than Millhauser ' s is Charles Feildson ' s treatment 

o f the book ' s symbolism . 7 He , too, ignores the comic 

aspect of the book , but does s o in favor of an assessment 

of Moby Di ck as a gauge of the various intellectual currents 

ac t i ve in nineteenth- centur y America. In order to erect 

st a ndards of comparison , Fe ildson uses Whitman and Emerson 

as f o ils by which to posi t i on Mel ville al ong an imaginary 

s cale o f metaph ysica l sensibility rangin g from the extreme 

of Whi tman ' s loos e co ncept i on of experience as of value 

fo r it s own sake to t he ri gid i ntelle c tualism of Emerson 

7
Charles Feildson , J r. , " Symbo lism in ~·loby Di ck," 

Symb ols i n Ame r ican Li ter ature ( Ch i cago, 195~ pp.27- 35. 



t hat would have all physical phenomena participate in an 

e ve n greater r eal it y hidden from us by our sensory appre 

hensi on of it. 

11 

Feildson first demonstrates ~elville's distance from 

Whitman ' s casual habits of thought. The world of Moby 

Dick , Feildson assures us, is one of "symbolism and 

pregnant meaning118 ; nothing in the book should be judged 

as of significance in and o f itself . " Some certain signi

ficance lurks in all things. 11 9 But most importantly, that 

certain significance is never clear, and can only be 

suggested . The symbols in the book, he claims , function 

as illuminative touchstones which lead the reader toward 

a progressively more solid grasp of a hidden truth lying 

behind the details and images which simultaneously obscure 

and suggest it. The sky , for example , becomes symbolic of 

an eternal female element; the sea suggests a violent male 

principle ; and finally , Ahab represents that human longing 

for supernatural vision expressed b y Emerson ' s consonant 

image of the transparent e yeball. Ahab longs to become 

not hing , to see all. 

Feildson is interestin g , but his tenuous grasp of the 

humanit y that underlies Ahab ' s symbolic function leads him 

to a leve l of s o lemnit y that blurs his vision . The e v idence 

lends little support to the vi ew that Ahab wants to 

8Feildson , p. 28 . 

9Feildson , p . 30. 
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sacr ifi ce himsel f to some vague spirit of impersonal unity. 

There is more weight to the argument that what Ahab wants is 

to become e verything , or at least to challenge everything 

that is, and that he is so blinded by his megalomania that 

he finally sees nothing at all except horrendously magni

fied images of himself. 

Melville is clearly working with the principles of 

transcendentalism; but he echoes them in a mocking voice. 

His symbol of spiritual yearning, Ahab, is not a funda

mentalist Emersonian looking for text-book release any 

more than he is a simple Quaker turned from " enthusiasm'' 

to devil worship because old-time religion has lost its 

appeal. He is a magnificent egomaniac out to recreate the 

world in his own image , and at war with any force that 

challenges his inflated self-conception. As Feildson says , 

he is a heroic figure. But as Feildson fails to say, Ahab 

is also a fool. And this fact provides one of the richest 

comic veins in Moby Dick. Melville has intentionally 

applied all of the appurtenances of tragedy and high moral 

adve nture to a tale about a man epically ill-equipped to 

carry them forth undiluted. Ahab galvanizes his crew with 

senseless words well spoken, and then successfully pilots 

his ship of fools to a doom that was ne ver any less than 

certa in. It is the f oo l that underlies the philosopher in 

Ahab that g i ves his characte r its true dimension as a 

sym bo l of the human aspiration to ove r come, just as it is 



the phil osopher that underlies the fool in Pip that g i ves 

his character real symbolic power . Transcende nt al 

overt ones abound in Moby Dic k , but they seldom exist 

independent o f audible comic murmurs. 

13 

Thornt on Booth sees the ironic quality of Ahab ' s 

mission, even if he stops shor t of proclaiming it actually 

funny. In "Moby Dick : Standin g up to God , ,, lO Booth aligns 

Ahab with that long legion o f metaphysical rebels who would 

dare to questi on God's organization of things , the first 

and most famous of whom was the biblical Job. 

Moby Dick , Booth testifies, is a book about man ' s 

relations hip to the gods . It asks the quest ion, '' What 

does Man have the ri ght to expect of his gods? 1111 Ahab 

is the supplicant in Booth ' s interpretive arrangement of 

things , while the white whale is a divine vehicle by means 

of which Ahab ' s tidy answer is delivered. Ahab's mistake 

is the same as Job's : he proudl y assumes himself worthy 

to question the gods. To Boot h , Ahab is a presumptuous 

Everyman who learns the hard way a lesson about how far the 

gods will allow themsel ves to be pushed. 

Th e problem with Booth ' s interpretation is one of 

sac rifice. To turn Ahab into an Everyman , Booth must 

lOThornt on Y. Booth , ' 'Mobv Dick : Standing up to God, '' 
Ni neteent h Century Fiction , XVII ( June 1962 ), 33 - 43 . 

11 Booth, p. 3 5. 
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smooth t he r ough edges of character that make Ahab's 

electio n t o the of fice of divine examiner truly ironic. 

Ahab is not a J ob figure at all. Job was a pious man who 

suffered for no apparent reason the torments of the 

damned , and li ved through the experience with his faith 

intact. When the whirlwind told him to suffer quietly 

because he was incapable of fathoming the ways of God, he 

complied with all of the speed and humility that his 

sebaceous body could muster. Job's was a type case in the 

art of persistence under purposeless duress. 

On the contrary , Ahab pursues adversity . There is 

never any indication that the white whale singled Ahab out 

for hardship ; it is Ahab who is determined to chase the 

whale . It is Ahab who plays the role of God, tormenting a 

reasonably peaceful creature until it is forced to revolt 

against him . The irony is that Ahab cannot respond with 

any authority to the challenge of the whale. To lose sight 

of Ahab's complexity , t o turn him into a shallow symbol 

for the metaphysical curiosity of men, is to do serious 

damage to one of the book ' s deepest and most comic ironies. 

Ahab ' s dissatisfaction with the ways of the world clearly 

precede& any actual affront ever delivered to him by it. 

Indeed , one of the least - heard but most likely conjectures 

is that if the gods ever did bother to respond politely 

to Ahab's catechisms, Ahab p r obably wou ldn 't be satisfied 

by their answe rs anyway . From the first, Ahab has c hose n 
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t he path o f defiance , and Melvil le charts the course of 

Ahab ' s belligerance with a fine point, underlining all 

o f the irony and humor that Ahab's certain frustration 

implies. The description of Ahab's first confrontation 

with the white whale creates a vivid image of his 

stupidly arrogant defiance of any force willing to pay 

enough attention to him to offer resistance. He actually 

had the va inglorious courage to attack, with a six-inch 

carving knife , the leviathan that devoured his leg and 

marked him for life. 

Ahab is a figure who defines himself by means of 

opposition. He is only as great as the battle he is 

waging. And the image of the disparity between competitors 

in Ahab's proud contest for supremacy is truly comic. He 

is no simple Everyman. The figure in the book who satisfies 

that definition is rather the captain of the Samuel Enderby 

who, recognizing the superiority of his antagonist, tucks 

away his pride , and his remaining limbs , and leaves well

enough a lone. The tragedy, irony, and meaning of Ahab's 

plight are inseparably associated with the comedy of his 

incredible foolishness. 

The notion that comedy is an important element of 

~1oby Di ck , a device that helps b ridge the distance between 

the symbols that appear and the symbolic vision that they 

suggest, is completely lost on c riti c s of the Jungian 

s c hoo l . These critics tend to l ose sight of part i culars, 
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subsuming them under broad headings that compr omis e t he 

integrity of isolated elements for the sake of an elusive 

uni ty of compr ehensi on. The problem with ideological 

blindness to particulars in Melville is that Melville uses 

immediac y to intensify general effects. Horror is magni

fied by each incident of the horrible ; comedy, by each 

incidence of humor. But the effect is never more important 

than the images , or sums of images , that contribute to it . 

If Melville had been an ideolog, writing a pat tale in 

support of preconceived notions , his descriptions probably 

would have been less amusing. Comedy and irony are the 

languages of uncertainty; ideology is too serious to be 

taken with a smile. 

In " Big Medicine in Moby Dick , ., 12 Reginald C. Cook 

speaks for the Jungian school. He turns Melville into an 

inspired abstractionist who uses mundane images only 

coincidentally, and e ven then onl y because they help him 

elucidate in visible truths. The question that Cook 

perceives in Moby Dick is whether or not the force which 

governs the uni verse is aware of human destiny. He points 

to the Quaker-Deck chapter f o r support of his argument. 

There , he claims , Ahab reveals that he believes he can best 

the uni ve rse by calling f o rth the magical forces of nature . 

Ahab becomes a medi c ine-man-thamaturge in the Jun gian 

sense : an archetype o f the seeker fo r f orbidden truths. 

12Reginald C. Cook, " Big ~o!edicine in Hoby Dick ,, . 
Accent VIII ( Winter , 1948) , 11'2-119. 
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The medi c ine Ah ab t hinks he can e vo ke t hro ugh symbo li s m 

and ri t u a l is the "e l ement a l substanc e '' whi ch is aware of 

Ma n ' s presen ce and willing to support him for the pri ce of 

prayer and homage. The white whale is, predictabl y , an 

animistic s ymbol. 

The shortcoming of an interpretation of Moby Dick 

as dogmatic as this is that it completely loses sight of 

the fine distinction between the visual reality that 

Melville can present and the degree to which literal 

truth has to be damaged for the sake of s ymbolic effect. 

Once this distinction has been lost , the book must be 

approached as either a descriptive narrative of an unlikely 

adventure or a vague prose allegory. The interplay between 

life , art, and meaning that symbolism initiates is sacri

ficed unnecessaril y to dogma. As a simple adventure 

narrative, Moby Dick is desultory and confusing at best ; 

but as an unrelenting moral allegory it is sheer confusion. 

When the t wo categories are no t arbitraril y abstracted from 

Moby Dick , however , the book is both amusin g and profound. 

What , for e xample , would Cook make of the scene in which 

the whole crew of the Pequod drinks to the destruction of 

Moby Dick? The image f ollows almost wi t hout pause from 

the succession o f f oreb odin gs in t he ch ap t ers preceding it . 

Ishmae l ha s des cr i bed Ahab ' s stern , s carred l ook ; Starbuck 

has wa r ned Ahab t hat the nemesis who cost him his l eg may 

next cos t h i m hi s li fe ; t he go ld p i ece has bee n na il e d to 
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t he mast . Yet in this scene , c rew members inured t o the 

self-ev ident threat of danger drink with mindless 

enthusiasm to the success of Ahab ' s unnecessary adventure , 

to the prospect of facing an unprofitable extra hazard for 

no extra charge, and to the vigor of their own collective 

madness. The picture is symbolic, of course: a consecra

tion of perverted purpose. But it is no less absurd for 

being functional. Melville is demonstrating the weakness 

of ordinary men at the mercy of mad power. An unwavering 

ideological approach to Moby Dick compromises Melville's 

occasionally comic treatment of the condition of Man, and 

it depreciates the greater purpose of the book by naming 

it allegory instead of art. 

So long as critics continue to pump Moby Dick full 

of indiscriminate significance, the less-appreciated facets 

of the book, like its humor , are in danger of being forced 

completely out of view. For example, in "Moby Dick: The 

Myth of Democratic Expectancy, 11 13 Harry Slochower turns 

Melville into a political scientist who speaks in an 

arcane symbolic language , possibly for fear of being under

stood by ordinary readers. Thankfully, Slochower has made 

himself available as an intermediary. Beginning with 

the sublimel y obvious contention that myth is mankind's 

resp onse t o an unanswerable question , he proceeds to 

1 3
Ha rr y Sl ochower , '":-fo by Di ck : The Myth o f Democrati c 

Expecta nc y, " American Quarterly , II ( 1950) , 249-269 . 



info rm us that Mo by Dick is an e laborate mythical vision 

of American ~an ' s relatio nship with a social orde r that 

defines his collective human destiny. The Peguod , we are 

tol d , is a kind of post-diluvian Noah ' s Ark aboard which 

the essence of the American Man has been distilled. The 

Pequod , like America , is an interracial, semi-democratic 
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commune that runs the risk of succumbing to its most 

grandiose notions about itself. What Ahab, the articulate 

spirit of the Pequod, is trying to do (and by inference, 

what America is also trying to do) is push himself beyond 

the limits imposed upon men and civilizations by the human 

condition. The Pequod , .and America , suffer from the 

peculiarly American delusion that " the sky is the limit , 11 14 

whatever that means. Needless to say , Ahab pushes the 

limits too far . But Slochower's argument demands that the 

diagram be followed through . He dedicates a number of words 

to speculation about the implications that Ahab's success 

would have had. He even goes s o far as to claim that had 

Ahab accomplished his vendetta , a new "go lden age ' ' of Man 

and an era of Mankind ' s ''near absolute power " would have 

come about. That he can even think in terms of the possi

bility of Ahab ' s success is a measure of the strain that a 

reluctance to compromise wi th the e vidence can create. 

What is amusing here is neither the book nor the interpre

tat i on, but ra ther t he gulf that separates t he two of them. 

14 2~9 Slochowe r , p . 0 . 
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Unfortunate l y, t hi s is tha area in which much of the humor 

associated with Moby Dick resides. 

A fa ult y interpre tatio n of the no ve l is va luable 

nevertheless because it gives insight into the mechanics 

of Uelv ille ' s comedy . The strain that symbolism imposes 

on credibility , and Me lville ' s manipulation of that factor 

in his art , are exposed when an unwary critic attempts to 

stretch too far , for the sake of a contrived interpretation, 

an image or idea in Moby Dick. The images in the novel, 

especially the broad single metaphor of the Peguod and its 

crew , have already been stretched to the limit by the 

demands of good sense on the apparatus of symbolism. Any 

further strain of the sort that Slochower subjects them to 

is likely to result in some very unfunny damage to the work 

of art. It is important that the balance established by 

Melville between subtle comedy and hi gh seriousness is not 

pushed into low comedy and sententiousness by the force of 

over-interpretation. Moby Dick has both humor and depth, 

but it is not a ridiculous slapsti ck with a peripheral 

meaning. Ne ither is it a full course of unleavened 

didacticism, as Slochower believes it to be. Like form 

and function in a great wo rk of architecture, point and 

presentation in Mo by Dick are intimately united . 

More solid ground supports Alfred Kazin ' s "An 

Introduction to ~.'loby Di ck . 11 15 Something of a humorist 

15Alfred Kazin , ' 'An Introduct i on to ;·!oby Di ck ," 
Atlantic lio nthl v, CXCVII (1956 ), 81 - 95. 
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himself. Kazin is careful to point out that Melville does 

not lack wit either. Kazin's argument does not focus on 

t he humor in the novel to the exclusion of the greater 

elements of plot, symbol, and character, but neither does 

Kazin forget that Melville carries a healthy level of self

mockery along with him on even his most extended philo

sophic forays. 

Like almost every serious critic of Moby Dick, 

Kazin acknowledges the heroic quality of the book , its 

elevated tone, and the occasionally obscure but never 

meaningless philosophical airs that envelop it. Also in 

the mainstream of critical opinion is Kazin's association 

of Moby Dick with the epic tradition in poetry. In 

Ishmael, Kazin sees an ill-defined ego expanding to an 

awareness of the experience of mortality. This allows for 

an approach to Ishmael's first-person narrative that is 

at once credible and symbolic in a manner that goes beyond 

allegory's simple one-to-one correlation of symbols with 

their deep meanings. In contrast, Kazin sees in Ahab a 

personification of mortal awareness intensified to the 

point of madness. It is madness that leads Ahab into his 

obsession; however , it is the fact of a shared mortality 

that allows him to transform his crew into a charged band 

of rebels willing to help him strike out against a common 

human complaint. Kazin also deals with the book ' s lesser 

figure s: Ahab the hero is contrasted with Fa ther Mapple, 



who war ns men aga inst chall e ngin g their condition of sub

s e r vi e nc e t o God . Pip is contrasted with the eminentl y 

sane , but ultimately ineffectual Starbuck. And the 

obvious contrast between Ishmael and Queequeg is 

acknowledged. 
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The value of a study like Kazin's is in its fidelity 

to the verifiable. Delicate balances are Helville ' s 

specialty , and an awareness of them is the first stage in a 

growth toward appreciation of Melville's humor. The 

humor in Moby Dick is also a matter of delicate balances. 

As precariously as Melville suspends Ahab, or Ishmael, 

between the extremes of selfless receptivity and pure ego, 

his manipulation of situations between the extremes of 

suggestivity and silliness is equally adept. With an 

appreciation of the intricate balance between the comic 

and the philosophical in Moby Dick , another dimension of 

Melville's skill emerges. In the same sense that the 

survival of Ishmael is humorous , for example, it is also 

profound. Ishmael is a simple schoolmaster. He has never 

been to sea on an adventure of this physical scope or 

symbolic significance before. He knows nothing about the 

" real world" of whaling , and is blissfully unaware of the 

dismal possibilities implici t in his situation. Yet he 

boards a whaler that even the most seasoned seamen are 

wa r y of , bec omes an instan t expert on the techni cal 

minuti ae o f whaling, and surv ives a mid-sea apocal ypse th at 
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destroys a whole shipful of ve terans without himsel f 

suffe ring an inconve nience any more serious than damp 

clothing. The facts ~re amusing , even incredible , if given 

much thought . But Melville diverts critical attention 

away from the transparency of this fiction by forcing 

interest beyond the surface of events , and inward toward 

the deeply buried gems of truth that it conceals. On this 

level of examination, where humor and elevated thought 

embrace , Ishmael becomes a symbol of the industry and 

resilience of a man unburdened by weight ideology , but 

willing to tolerate , all the while remaining wary of, those 

who are. Ishmael is balanced between the absurd and the 

profound in a manner characteristic of the humor of Moby 

Dick. 

Charles H. Cook also comes very close to isolating 

the tensions that create humor in Moby Dick. His concern 

is more conventional , however. In "Ahab's Intolerable 

Allegory , 11 16 Cook claims that the contrary characters of 

Ishmael and Ahab are broadly representative of two 

distant poles of human awareness. Ishmael ' s survival , 

Cook believes , is a thinly concealed celebration of the 

non-commitmental approach to life ' s paradox, as opposed 

to the t ype of determined certaint y that motivates , and 

do oms, Ahab. Ahab ' s problem is that he takes too seriously 

16charles H. Cook, "Ahab ' s Intolerable Allegory, " 
Bost on University Studies in Literatu re , I (1955) , 
4S- b2. 
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the human abi lit y to allegoricize. By exercising wit hout 

restraint his exaggerated tendency to generalize from the 

particular, and to attribut e simple human motivations to 

complex natural events, Ahab is able to inflate his own 

suffering into the collective hurt of mankind , and to 

simplify the significance of the white whale by naming it 

Evil. Ahab believes that the death of Moby Dick will 

somehow mystically eliminate the evils of mortality. His 

failure then is one of imagination. He trusts the mind's 

tendency to associate like with like , evil with hurt, 

metaphysics with the monumental in nature: he allegoricizes. 

Cook goes on to point to the irony of Ahab's over

simplification. Sensing a hidden significance in Moby 

Dick , the result of his unconscious self-projection , Ahab 

sets out to eliminate the evil the whale appears to 

represent. But to eradicate e vil, he must become evil 

himself. Ahab commissions the forces of darkness to assist 

him in self-destruction. Ishmael clearly survives because 

he does not succumb to allegory. 

Cook's analysis is deep. Melville is certainly 

dealing with the broad categories of human moral awareness 

into which each human being willingly or unwillingly falls. 

Ahab is an egoist who attempts to remake the world in his 

own image, and Ishmael is a pragmatist too open-minded to 

ever presume ce r tainty about anyth ing profound. Ahab and 

his crew repre sen t the eternal cont est between hero i c man, 
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f o r whom tbe wo rl d mus t mee t c er ta in exa c ting s tandar ds or 

e ls e be put to t he test , and ordinary mankind , to whom the 

spirit of time , place, and circumstance appears a more 

powerful force than any possible effort of the human will. 

Cook ' s parallels are intact, and his philosophy is s ound. 

But he , too , misses the humor of his subject . Cook i s so 

absorbed in the symbolic importance of Ahab's heroic over

simplification that he completel y loses sight of its out

landish stupidity. He even misses the comedy in the scene 

that closes the book . Ahab , who has at last found and 

cornered his prey, confidently sets out to satisfy his 

vengeance. The whale, howe ver , is only mildly annoyed by 

Ahab ' s belligerence. The result of the showdown is that 

Ahab is yanked out of the boat by the neck of his harpoon 

line and summarily dragged out to sea , like a snarling 

pet at the end of a choker collar. Ishma el, too, is as 

funny as Cook would have him profo und. Beneath the certain 

significance of his pragmatism and resiliency, his 

typically American abilit y to cope and survive, is an 

un committed and essential ly neutral persona lity . Ishmael ' s 

surv i val is really never presen te d as anything more than 

that: the surv i val of a survivor. What effect the voyage 

and his a ssoci ati on with a lunat i c hero like Ahab will 

have on h im r ema in s t o be s een. Ishmael aspire d to 

adventure and wi t h debatable good fo r tune, f ound i t. Th e 
' 

book cl oses there , in a n ope n- e nded amalgama t i on of sce ne, 
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symbol , and meaning. Ishmael touches the profound with -

out eve r ve nt urin g near enough t o embrace it. The defenses 

that prolong his life perpetuate his sense o f life's 

mystery. 

Although not a co nventional wo rk of criticism, John 

Parke's 11 Seven Moby Dicks '' 1 7 covers a wide range of 

possible approaches to Moby Dick. (It is actually an 

anthology of interpretation.) Parke is not particularly 

interested in the mood of the book , and is barely aware 

of the demands that symbolism places on an author. He 

does not try to justif y or explain the strengths and 

weaknesses of Melville ' s style . And because he fails to 

acknowledge and deal with Melville's comic strain, his 

superstructures lack the depth of human association 

necessary to evoke life from mere patterns. There is no 

suggestion that Melville might have approached his " deep 

meanings of no certain significance , 11 18 with anything but 

the stiffest sobriety. By treating Melville as a master 

of architechtonics, with a vivid but single-minded sense 

of the relationship between objects and the meanings they 

suggest, Parke blinds himself to most of the humor in 

Mo by Dick , and turns Mel ville into a ve ry somber genius 

indeed. By concentrating on the heady matters posed by 

t he book , he misses much of its heart. 

17John Parke , " Seven Moby Dicks , " New England 
Quarterly , XXV III , 31 9-33 8. 

l 8 - Parke , p . 330. 
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Still , as a flexible app r oach with con siderabl e 

pr agmatic value, Parke 's analysis is valuable. It is both 

a crutch for the reader out of touch with critical opinion 

and a convincing testament to Moby Dick's complexity. 

This is important because it is out of an uncustomary inter

play of the real and the surreal , the symbolically true 

and the literally unlikely , the simple and the profound , 

that the book's humor originates. Despite his insensitivity 

to the nuances of Melville's method, Parke does adequately 

outline the various levels from which the book can be 

approached. First, he claims, Moby Dick can be read as a 

simple adventure story that could not have taken place if 

a sensible man like Bulkington had not been killed off in 

the first few pages. Bulkington ' s death symbolizes the 

triumph of unbridled and adventurous forces over those 

committed to reason , precaution , and worldly affairs. On 

the next level of interpretation , the no vel can be read as 

a story of man and nature. The important scenes here are 

of the Try-works phantasmagoria and of Ahab ' s magnetizing 

of the compass needle. Third , ~1oby Dick is a story of 

the conflict in the s ou l of Man: Captain Ahab's internal 

conflict leads him to attribute deliberation to the white 

wha l e. The next approach is existential: the book suggests 

the indifference of the universe. Fi ft h , and more 

Cal v inistic , Hob y Dick is a tale about the sin of pr ide , 

On t his level , the co nf lic t of reason (Starbuck) wit h the 
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powers of madness ( Ahab) is the story ' s vital tension . On 

the sixth level o f i nt erp retati on , Melville's work is t he 

s to r y of Man ' s co nfronta tion with Chaos . Since men define 

the ir own worlds , Ahab is in revolt against existence it

self. Finally , Mo by Dick is a story about Ahab's (and 

Ma nkind ' s) inabili ty to locate and objectify Evil . 

Reluctant to admit evil as a part of himself , Ahab tries 

to destro y i t s refle c tion by attacking a neutral object. 

His determination to eradicate evil combines with a lack 

of self-awareness to lead him to self-destruction. 

The weakness of this superstructure outlined by Parke, 

which is not to discount the overall success of his broad 

attempt at interpretation, resides in its inattention to 

the way these meanings function in the novel. Parke gives 

us a Melville so absorbed by the search for meaning that 

he cannot smile at foll y and pretension. An uncommitted 

reading of Moby Dick belies this impression of the book ' s 

unrelenting gravity. In addition to the profound , Moby 

Dick embraces a range of emoti on from pathos to whimsy, and 

its moments of lightness grow out of t he same mechanisms 

that make the book profound. 

D.H. Lawrence offers one of the most unified and 

least insistent readings of Moby Dick. His essay, "Moby 

Dick , o r the White Wha le, 11 19 prov ides the f lexibi li ty of 

19D.H . Lawrence , ''Mo by Di ck, or the Wh ite Whale ," 
Studies in Classical American Literature (New York , 1923 
1951) . 
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pe rspect i ve necessary to hold an irregular co ll ossus like 

Moby Dick within the frame of a single field of vision. 

Even if he doesn 't scale the plateaus that are easily the 

book's most celebrated aspect , Lawrence at least realizes 

that no serio us approac h to th~ work can proceed without 

preliminary acknowledgment of the unique mixture of mood 

and matter in the novel. He appreciates the inconsistency 

and confusion of the book , and tries to account for these 

apparent shortcomings before venturing to interpret any of 

its more abstract elements , like symbolism , imagery , and 

meaning . Although Lawrence sees the work as more 

accidental than close reading reveals it to be , he at least 

understands that it is sometimes, even if sometimes 

unintentionally , humorous. This is a level of awareness 

that should precede loft y speculations and one from which 

any higher critical approach should proceed. Lawrence 

reco gnizes that the shortcoming of a strictly ideological 

approach to Mo by Dick is t hat it assumes a set of conditions 

that the book is unwilling and un able to fulfill. As he 

points out , Melville was less pedan tic than playful, and 

less faithful to the mechan i c s of logic than to the dreamy 

patterns of intuition. Unfortunatel y , Lawrence, too , stops 

sho r t o f an unreser ved declaration of amusement with Mo by 

Dick and often himself fa lls int o t he ex i get i cal traps of __ , 
allegory and symbolism that He lville set, di aboli ca lly , 

thr oughout the book . But if anything like a complete 
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app r oa ch to t he nove l is possible , i t is so onl y out of 

a comb i nat i on of approaches. And i f D. H. Lawren ce does 

incomplet e justice to the depth of Moby Dick, almost 

every other critic does injusti ce t o the book's lighter 

elements. 

Lawrence immediately punctures the balloons of 

ideological and systematic critic ism by confessing that 

he is "bored by questions of life. 11 20 And so despite 

debatable moti vation, he takes t hat important first step 

toward appreciation of the lesser elements of Moby Dick. 

Lawrence ' s rejection of what is obvious about the book, 

in deference to what is rare and exceptional about it , 

lends prominence to the less-celebrated characteristics 

of the novel . And his aphilosophical stand insists that 

Moby Dick mus t first succeed as a book , and only after 

that as a puzzle of meanings. He understands that the 

whole must be understood as a combination of parts. 

Although a book with some secondary symbolic signif

icance, says Lawrence , Moby Dick is primarily the story 

about a "Crew of garbled American Practicality invol ved 

in a mad chase . 11 21 He goes on t o add that Moby Dick , " a 

tale about a bunch of maniacs hunting down a lonely white 

20Lawrence , p. 115. 

21Lawrenc e , p. 341. 



whale,'' 22 is "of pr ofo und significance, and considerable 

tiresome ness. 11 23 But hidden behind Lawrence 's sardonic 

pose is a valuable critical statement. Moby Dick need 

not be re vered out of proportion to the real significance 

of the subjects it broaches . Often the book is 

deliberately less than profound: sometimes comically so. 
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The artificial distinctions that critics of ideology and 

high philosophical import draw are unnecessary and deceptive. 

The fundamental assumption behind D.H. Lawrence's criti

cism is that the success of a great book has to do with 

the way that art embraces the trivialities of common 

experience. Moby Dick ' s tireso□eness , and its humor, have 

their parallels in life as surely as life's puzzles and 

distortions have their reflection in Moby Dick. A similar 

refusal to sacrifice for the sake of an easy interpre

tation the irregularities and fragments that bring Moby 

Dick to life should be at the foundation of every reading 

of the novel. 

22 
Lawrence , p. 350. 

23 Lawrence, p. 120. 



PART I II 

HID10R I N MOBY DICK ----



The Adventure 

Moby Dick begins with an instance of humor er;1ployed to 

a point. Ishmael informs us in the first chapter that he 

takes to the sea whenever he begins to suffer from the 

"drizzly November of the soul, 111 a curious motivation, 

and adds that in fits of depression he often feels like 

" stepping into the street, and methodically knocking 

people ' s hats off " ( p. 2). The description conveys the 

urgency of Ishmael's black mood: he suffers intensely, as 

the lucidity of the image suggests. But his description 

of a self-absorbed manic-depressive bent upon systematic

ally reducing every other citizen to the same level of 

misery reveals a largeness of spirit that might not have 

been conveyed by a simple description of despair. From 

this comic portrait of despondency ' s aversion to the 

moodlessness of others, one infers that Ishmael is a man 

capable of looking at himself with the same critical 

detachment that he naturally applies to his observations 

of other men. The scene that Ishmael creates, as 

inconsistent as it appears to be with the serious nature 

of the subject that he is trying to introduce, and as 

inappropriate as it seems as an image of black depression , 

demonstrates that he is a man who is capable of healthy 

1Her ma n ~e l ville , ~oby Dick ( New York, 1968) , p. 1. 
Future references to this source will be indicated by page 
number within the body of the thesis. 
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s e lf - mockery, even at times whe n bemusement might not be 

a t ypi cal response. 

This preliminary glimpse into Ishmael ' s character 

colors one ' s impression of Ishmael's story. The first 

hint of humor in Moby Dick reveals that Ishmael is capable 

of dealing in a light , conversational manner with things 

that are of unsuspected significance. It is fair to say 

that any man capable of contriving comic images to objectify 

his darkest sensibilities is capable of dealing lightly 

with almost anything. The humor here is more than simply a 

clue to the man through whose eyes the drama of the book 

unfolds . It is a kind of 9rophecy--an announcement that 

from this point forward one must look beyond the deceptive 

tone of the narrative in order to appreciate the signifi

cance of the events being described ; its presence is an 

indicatio n of Ishmael ' s tendency to respond in unexpected 

ways , and it provides a framework of paradox for the 

remainder of the tale. By subverting with humor one ' s 

accustomed responses to seri ous matters , Ishmael encourages 

greater attention to overtones, loose ends, and the impli

cations of his narra t i ve than he might have commanded by 

other means. 

In the c hapter called "The Carpe t Bag ," Ishmael 

re aches his intermediate dest ination of New Bedford. There 

he offers a dreary port r ait of the place. Apparently, he 

has come thr ough New Bedfo rd on his way to Nantucket 
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because it is a poi nt of tradition among whalemen to follow 

that r oute . Ishmael is able t o trivialize his curious 

adoption of a ritual that he accepts but does not understand 

by hinting that he is merely following the same path "as 

most young candidates for the pains and penalties of 

whaling " (p • 3 ) • But the scene that he describes is a bleak 

one. The night he must spend in New Bedford is " dark and 

dismal," he is alone, in unfamiliar territory, and without 

enough money to bargain for relief. However, instead of 

a moody description of isolation , or a sentimental sketch 

of a lone figure walking quietly through the night, what 

brings the fact of Ishmael's solitude into perspective is 

an unsuspected touch of humor. Alone and probably more than 

a little apprehensive, Ishmael stands in the middle of a 

New Bedford highway and engages in a lively conversation 

with himself. He recites homilies and reminds himself that 

a fellow of his paltry means cannot afford to be too choosey 

about a place to stay. The theme of his soliloquy is an 

important one: the responsibilit y of a man to resign him

self to what is within his power; and it is one that will 

be echoed many times and on many different levels through

out the book. But in this instance i t is the humorous 

treatment of the subject that attracts attention. When 

Ishmael urges himself to '' be sure and inquire the pri ce, 

and don't be too pa r ticular " (p . 5\ he articulates the 

· t h refuses to take the facts t oo co nvict i on of a pragmat1s w o 
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serious ly . Though at this point Ishmael appears to be just 

a l one ly an d uncertain young man tentativel y committed t o 

a dubious enterprize and anxious for a warm place to lose 

his tho ughts f or the night , his funny monologue reveals in 

him an inner quality of mind that is to follow a stable 

course t hroughout his succession of strange experiences. 

When Ishmael decides, without being too particular, 

on the Spouter Inn as his place of lodging for the evening, 

he manages to adjust himself to the gloomy squalor of the 

place with the same half-humorous , half-philosophical 

detachment that has been t ypical of him from the first. The 

place is a chaos of warped wooding, low ceilings , and stale 

air. And he is forced to compromise one of his long

cherished principles when he learns that there won't be 

enough room for him for the night unless he is willing to 

share a bed. Following a bout between contradictory 

commitments to principle and to pragmatic flexibility, 

Ishmael finally agrees to share a bed with the man forbid

dingly referred to by the host as " a harpooner. " The 

consequences of his compromise don ' t make themselves felt 

until later in the evening. Ishmael has not yet seen his 

bunkmate. 

Unti l it is time for him to act out his compromise, 

Ishmael spends the evening in the main r oom of the inn , 

eating chowde r , feast in g on the sight of exotic f or eign 

1 · · himsel f on his resilience whaling men , and congr atu at 1ng 
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in a difficult sit ua tio n . He does not r eal iz e how pr ophet i c 

his i nterest i n t he odd-l ookin g wha lers will be ; in fac t , 

he i s feel in g so comf ortable wi t h t he situation and with 
' 

himsel f , that he risks embellishing his description of the 

inn with a few brazen puns. The y are not very good ones , 

it should be said , and by themsel ves are hardl y worthy of 

attention in a study of humor (He mentions, for example , 

that the sailing ship that an old salt is carving into a 

bench " didn ' t make much headway. '' ) , but they , too, are 

examples of comedy employed to a purpose . Here the humor 

caricatures Ishmael ' s self - satisfaction--the air of composure 

that he is trying to effect- - and it sets the scene for the 

crisis that follows Ishmael ' s sobering first encounter with 

Queequeg. 

Ishmael ' s self - assurance las t s only as long as he is 

able to suppress an imagination overworked by unfamiliar 

observations. And when the host o f the Spouter Inn mentions 

that Ishmael ' s prospecti ve bunkmat e will be returning to his 

bunk as s oon as he completes some difficult negotiations 

conc erning the disposi t i o n of a shrunke n head , Ishmael ' s 

cocksure facade crumbles into terror . The scene that follows 

is one o f the comic hi ghpo ints of the book , rich in irony

of -si t uat i o n and timed mas t erfully . Ishmael , unaware that 

t he i nnkeeper is t aking a dvan tage of his inexperi e nce and 

1 
· t· 1 ·oke a t f i rs t po li te l y insis t s a nd t he n P a y1ng a pr ac 1ca J , 

d d ·th the host t o be mo r e fo r t hcomi ng 
esperately pleas w1 



about the atroc i t i e s that he will likel y suffer at the 

hands o f t he headshrink i ng savage whose bed he has been 

t ri cke d into sharing. And the host , de t ermined to expl oit 

t he situatio n for all of the amusement that a straight 
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fa ce will evoke , refuses to acknowledge the danger Ishmael 

is in , to respond to his anger, or t o indi cate that there 

is an ything at all out of the ordinary about selling 

shrunken heads on the sidewalks of New Bedford , or about 

cohabiting with a murderous savage. Frustration finally 

forces Ishmael into a defensive posture . Unable to impress 

the landlord with his concern in any other way , Ishmael 

executes a stiff-lipped , painfully precise evaluation of 

the situation that is an hilarious unintentional parody of 

his schoolmasterl y other self. Facing the landlord " as 

cool as Mt. HeJba in a snowstorm• : (p. 7) , Ishmael litigiously 

accuses him of " telling me . . . stories tending to beget 

in me an uncomfortable feeling toward the man LQueequez.7" 

(p. 8). But the host's facade is solid. He shrugs off 

Ishmael fs bluster with a look of incomprehensi on and leaves 

him to c hoose between fantas y and a damag ed sober sense. 

When Ishmael again elects to compromise , and makes 

himse lf as comf o r t able as possible on his half of the bed , 

t he uncer ta i nt y of his commitmen t t o brot her ly t o l e ranc e 

is qu i ck l y justi fi ed. The ini t ial impr ession t ha t Queequeg 

evokes is not a r e as su r i ng one. When he r etur ns f r om hi s 

bar tering, his fi rs t pri ori ty, after undr essing to r eve al 
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a hideously ta ttooed immensity of brawn, is to conduct a 

f orbidding ritual of fi d re an quiet incantation that in 

Ishmael ' s imaginatively charged state could easil y be 

interpret ed as cannibalistic and preprandial . Not surpri

singl y, Queequeg's otherworldly appearance and behavior 

seriously strain Ishmael 's equanimity. Somehow, howeve r, 

Ishmael manages to contain himself until the end of 

Queequeg's rite. But when the savage begins to polish his 

tomahawk in a manner that suggests ceremonial preparation, 

Ishmael ' s forebearance forsakes him. He explodes into a 

scream that is a simultaneous plea to heaven , the police, 

and the angel who watches over men who are about to be 

devoured by cannibals. And in final desperation, he screams 

for the innkeeper , who is drawn by the commotion but still 

refuses to acknowledge that there is anything unusual going 

on. 

Despite the outrageous character of this burlesque, 

the real significance of the affair emerges after the host 

has revealed his subterfuge and explained that Queequeg is 

not nearl y as dangerous as he appears. Ishmael's reaction 

is to treat the situation as a learning experience and to 

incorporate its implied truths about the common needs of 

men and the danger of trusting in generalities and suspicions 

framework t hat he uses to define the world. int o the pragmat i c 

When he concludes that '' f o r a ll his tattooings, He 

LQueeque~/ was on the whole a clean and comely l ook in g 
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cann ibal " (p . 20 ) and that despite appearances t o the 

co nt r a r y it is "better t o sleep w1· th a b so er cannibal than 

with a drunken Christian " (p. 21) , the revelation is subtle 

and complex : subtle because Ishmael seems to have penetrated 

to the soul o f the matter , and complex because the confusion 

of events seemed t o be working against the pursuit of 

wisdom. While the circumstance and the human frailties that 

it exposes are comic, Ishmael's determined philosophical 

readjustments reveal the sincerit y of his commitment to good 

sense, 

Less amusing of itself , but pertinent to the subject 

of humor ' s relationship to sound thinking, is Ishmael ' s own 

statement on the value of laughter. It is found at the 

beginning of the chapter entitled "Breakfast ." His remarks , 

as offhanded as they at first appear , are hardly less than 

a thesis on the relativity of perspecti ve , and they reveal 

the level of self-awareness that Ishmael must maintain in 

order to laugh at himself when others might be less objec

ti ve , and that his observers must rise , too, in order to 

appreciate the altitude of Ishmael ' s point of view. When he 

declares that any man "who has something bountifull y laugh-

able abo ut him . [na§_/ more in him than you might think" 

(p 23 ) h l· s a c kn owledging that the r e lative depth of . ' e 

foo l i s hness o f an yt hin g is largely a mat ter of point of v iew . 

I shmael' s phil os op hy al l ows him to suff er foo ls without 

himself deigni ng to foo lishne ss because he make s i t hi s own 
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responsibility to s or t the chaff of a · · t t· n amusing s1 ua 10n 

from the seeds of refl ect i on ; and he can suffer being made 

a f ool of because he recognizes that being laughed at is 

not synonymous with being laughable: anyone can learn from 

an experience of whatever character. Ishmael's sense of 

humor , sometimes strained by his willingness to suffer the 

amusements of others at his own expense , is more than just 

a corollary to his abiding pragmatism. It is at the heart 

of it. Pragmatism merely suggests to him the path of least 

resistance; humor smooths the path by eliminating mordant 

fixations and chronic self-doubts. Rather than boil with 

hatred, Ishmael will laugh along with his antagonist; rather 

than combat depression with an even darker mood , he will go 

to sea and lose himself in an instructive group effort ; 

rather than nourish untested fears of the unknown , he will 

befriend a cannibal, or pursue a whale. If Ishmael's 

serene levelheadedness sometimes gets him into trouble , 

makes him the butt of a cruel joke , or amuses others 

incapable of such lofty joviality, it is important to 

remember that there is another hero in this tale who could 

learn an important lesson about life from Ishmael ' s casual 

code . 

However , since humor deri ves from a breakdown of 

expectation , Ishmael ' s effort to maintain a pragmatist ' s 

distance f r om events is itself somet imes a s our ce of amuse-

ment . 0 lt f Ishmael ' s co nstant measuring of Th~ resu o 
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himself again s t a studied conception of what the ideal 

character shou ld be is that he creates f · 1 · a airy precise 

image of that ideal character. And the image Ishmael ' s 

musings reveal provides a measure of Ishmael ' s fidelity to 

his adopted philosophy of tolerance and common sense. 

Knowing how Ishmael should react, according to the principles 

he tirelessly espouses, it is sometimes amusing to observe 

his genuine reactions. For example, if any single principle 

was impressed upon Ishmael by the incident with Queequeg, it 

was that a man of ideal character should not allow ignorant 

presupposition to cloud his relations with his fellow men. 

Despite the birth of this insight from an incident more 

memorable for its humor than for the revelation that grew 

out of it, Ishmael seemed to digest the lesson completely. 

He dismissed his false vision of the man who will become his 

best friend and managed to laugh about , as well as learn from, 

the incident. From this moment on, one assumes, Ishmael 

will never again embrace pernicious presuppositions about 

anyone or anything, last of all , Queequeg. He will never 

pursue knowledge where there is none; his judgments will be 

considered, and based on fact ; and he will remain eternally 

alert to the difference between prejudice and proof. Yet 

t f 1 ter i. n the chapter entitled ''A Bosom no ive chapters a , 

Friend ," Ishmael is at it again. After having spent just 

Ishmael presumes himself competent one day wit h Queequeg , 

. of the cannibal mind: to discou r se on the subtlet ies 
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"Savages a r e s t r a nge be ings ," he assures us. "At times 

you don ' t know exact l y how t o take them" ( p. 50). In this 

case , Ishmael ' s ruminations are an amusing contrast to th e 

pra gmatism that , at its best , provides the force and 

subs t ance of his difficult ideal. And even when that 

pragma t ism functi ons flawlessly , as it does when Ishmael 

tries (later in the same chapter) to overcome the paradox 

of faith posed by Queequeg ' s proselytizing , the delicate 

balance between stability of principle and flexibility of 

application that common sense demands of any creed never 

appears independent of a challenge to Ishmael ' s self

possession. Indeed , Ishmael ' s frequent dialogues between 

self and soul are the source of much of the humor in Moby 

Dick. Ishmael often manages to distill a sound moral maxim 

from a mountain of casuistry. When , for example , at the 

end o f their first day together Queequeg makes a gesture that 

Ishmael interprets as an invitation to join him in the 

worship of a sooty wooden idol , Ishmael is forced to challenge 

with common sense his own reli g ious prejudi ces , the laws 

of God imparted t o him durin g a childhood spent " in t he 

bos om o f the infallible Presbyterian Church " ( p. 53). To 

I s hmae l as committed t o the abstrac t l ogic of human affairs 
J 

as t o t he rigors of orthodox Christianit y, Queequeg ' s 

overtur e poses a complex probl em: how can a Chris t ian of 

good faith worsh ip an i dol , and how can a f riend in good 

consc i e nce r ef use? Mi racul ousl y , Ishmae l ma nages t o 
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subvert th e bibl i cal proscription of idolatry, avoi d 

suffocation i n the thin air of metaphysics, solve t he 

problem , and still remain faithful to the pragmatic tradi-

tion that has served him so unpredictably and so well thus 

far. He reduces the Bible to the injunction that true 

Christians submit to the will of God. Then he nimbly 

identifies the will of God with the pragmatism of the 

Golden Rule. Thus placated, he props up the dogwood 

divinity , " salamis for him once or twice " (p. 61), and 

generally behaves with all of the enthusiasm that he is now 

certain that Queequeg would demonstrate if the situation 

were reversed and the two of them were instead sharing a 

hymnal '' in the bosom of the infallible Presbyterian Church. 11 

Ishmael's pious conversion to idolatry in the name of his 

deep Christian faith is a broad comic stroke. At the same 

time that it enshrines Ishmael ' s ethic of common sense, it 

acknowledges with satire the difficulty of recognizing common 

sense amidst the confusion that contradictory principles 

creates. 

Nantucket 

Without bothering to catalogue all of the puns , 

and Underst atements that punctuate Ishmael's exagge rations 

Combl·ned assault on Nantucket , it is fair t o and Queequeg's 

say that their in congr uous a lliance does not lack humor. 

0 f . ds have cemented the ir loyalty to one nee the two r1en 
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anot her wit h pagan i nca nt ati ons and ~' ,irs. Hussey' s cod 

chowde r , t hey pr oceed to challenge fate with an almost-

childlike i nd i ffe r ence t o cauti on . Howe ver , in the chapter 

ent i t led "The Ship, " events preliminary to their upcoming 

voyage threat en to dispel the casual air of new friendship 

be tween them and t o awaken Ishmael , a t last , to some of 

the ominous realities of his new trade . 

In Nantucket, Ishmael learns that Queequeg's little 

idol has issued an oracle assigning to him the task of 

selecting a ship. This turn of events unsettles Ishmael ; 

part of the pleasure he has taken in Queequeg's company 

has had to do with Queequeg's superior knowledge of whaling 

vessels. The god ' s selection of Ishmael as its agent 

causes him several moments of second thought: he had no idea 

how to select a proper ship. But Ishmael ' s humorless 

predicament does not fully mature until it is exploited to 

the last laugh by Captain Peleg, the irreverent Quaker who 

is half-owner of the Pequod. When Ishmael is drawn to the 

Pequod because it looks "quaint ," and then tries to curry 

Pel eg's favor with an ac count of his brief experience 

aboard a mer chant ship , he strains his first pragmatic 

an d sets himself up for a volley injunction against pretense 

the hands of one of the few of good-natured ridicule at 

exclusively comi c charac t ers in t he boo k . Pe leg s co rns 

mocks hi s un fam i l i ari ty 
I shmael's "experi e nce " as a seama n , 

f Whaleme n , paro dies his with the ways and places o 
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ignorance of whaling, and accuses hi·m of 1 · earning seamanship 
f r om pirates . Peleg do t es no respond to Ishmael ' s "callow 

yo ut h i n search of adventure •· affectation, and the feigned 

wiciousnes~ of his reacti on to Ishmael's innocent question 

about Ahab ' s missing leg drives Ishmael to another of his 

schoolmasterly declamations: "What you say is no doubt true ," 

he tells Peleg , "but how could I know there was an y parti-

cular ferocity in that particular whale?." ( 75) p. . . After 

reassuring himself that Ishmael is merely ingenuous , and not 

the simpleton he appears, Peleg, like the host of the 

Spouter Inn before him, relents. He takes Ishmael into his 

confidence, and promises to make him one of the crew . In 

this humorous exchange all of the themes that elevate Moby 

Dick above a simple account of a whaling voyage are 

inconspicuously foreshadowed: the foolishness of men and 

the metaphysical seriousness of whaling; the suggestive 

distinctions between men and object of the land , and those of 

the sea ; the " illness" of Ahab, and the malice of the white 

whale. In Nantucket, aboard the Peguod , Ishmael ' s story 

begins to undergo an eerie transformation from objectivity 

to allusiveness that is the first perceptible stage in a 

·11 fi·nally elevate narrative to allegory, process that w1 

event to parable , and recollection to revelation. Not 

the fact that t he transformation hin ge s on incidental is 

an ostensibly humo r ous event. 

insensitivity to th e profo und. 

Comedy s uggest s men' s 

Pel eg plays his smiling 
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part , and Ishmael humbly protests , both men blind to the 

mys teries t hat surround them. 

Aboard the Peguod , Ishmael loses more than his status 

as a tellurian equal among equals; he also loses the stage 

to Peleg and Bildad. These two imposing personalities 

reduce Ishmael to a powerless witness to the haggling that 

will determine the precise amount that he is to be under

paid. While Ishmael has silently calculated the value of 

his services at anywhere from the two-hundredth to the two

hundred seventy-fifth lay (or part), and has magnanimously 

resolved to accept a more generous offer
1 

Peleg has a 

difficult time persuading Bildad that Ishmael is worth more 

than the seven-hundred and seventy-seventh lay. The two 

engage in a loud and long debate, but Bildad refuses to 

change his offer, and finds in his selective biblical read

ings ample divine sanction for his cupidity. Peleg screams 

his amazement at Bildad's pious fraud . The scene is 

riotous. Finallv, Peleg's threat of physical violence, 

clearly more theatrical than sincere , overrules Bildad's 

invocation of the scriptures (the verse about •· 1aying'' up 

treasures in heaven rather than on earth), and Ishmael is 

put down in the books for a three-hundredth lay. Pleased 

k lace on his account, that a capital crime has not ta en P 

Ishmael accepts the offer without complaint, cautiously 

informs his unpredictable employers about Queeque g , and 

h im as harpooner wi thout haggli ng accepts a posit i on fo r 



over wages . Afte r negot iations are completed and the 

homicidal atmosphere has subsid d e , Bildad and Peleg join 

each other on the transom and 1· n a manner completely 

inc onsistent with the uproar of a moment ago , engage 

Ishmael in a friendly conversat 1·o n. Th ough Ishmael is 
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confused by the sudden shift in mood , he doesn ' t appear to 

recognize the possibility that he has been expertly had , 

that Bildad and Peleg have managed to terrorize him into 

accepting an offer that, under more stable conditions he 
' 

would probably have refused. Ishmael's willingness to 

learn from experience is occasionally outweighed by his 

willingness to remain ignorant . 

The sense of uncertain significance that permeated 

the "Nantucket" chapter, the ominous words of men who have 

cultivated a quiet wisdom and a sardonic sense of sport as 

a result of their lives on the sea, evidence of Queequeg's 

unsuspected depth, and haunting stories about the invalid 

captain combine, by the chapter entitled "The Ramadan, " to 

create complex overtones that cloud simple analysis and 

make Ishmael's naive faith in reason appear increasingly 

comic. It is not that Ishmael ' s pragmatism is an 

Of learnl·ng ,· rather, it is Ishmael inefficient instrument 

who is occasionally an inefficient instrument of pragmatism. 

Humor frequently results fr om his inabilit y to consistently 

·1 h I t is true t hat deri ve truths from his adopted phi osop Y· 

f h Spouter Inn and bef ri ended 
he fo r gave the landl ord o t e 
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Queequeg a s a r esult of a healthy openmindedness , but after 

being de ce i ved by Bil dad and Peleg d d · · · the an 1sm1ss1ng 

strange st ories about Ahab with a shrug and a claim of 

"sympath y" for the captain, it is hard to accept Ishmael as 

a man suspicious enough to successfully arrive at knowledge 

by flowing without protest with the course of events. His 

philosophy is sound, even noble in its commitment to the 

reexamination of longstanding assumptions, but its method

ology sometimes sabotages him. When Ishmael boards the 

Pequod at the behest of a wooden god and promptly sells his 

fate for a bargain, his lack of circumspection is consider

able; but when he returns to Queequeg with news of a 

successful day of bargaining, blind to the dubiety of his 

actual accomplishment , half-seriously convinced of the 

providence of the idol's command, and redoubled in his 

dedication to the philosophy of unprotesting submission to 

experience, the richness of his self-deception is humorous. 

Ishmael knows bow to philosophize. His shortcoming is that 

he doesn't know how to gather facts. And if tenable 

conclusions derived from untrustworthy details are not 

f 1 th Smugne ss that Ishmael sometimes unny in themse ves, e 

affects as the result of them is. 

Of t he chapter entitled "The In the first paragraph 

Ramadan " Ishmael's tendency to congratulate himself pre-
' 

o f only apparent fidelity to 
matu r e l y f o r a c complishments 

d a deeper level of humor to 
his pr ec i ous pra gmatic law ads 
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a scene that is not without 1·t already . Returning from the 

Peguod, Ishmael finds Queequeg involved 
- in a ceremony of 

fasti ng and humiliation. Since Queequeg seems deeply 

invo l ved , · Ishmael decides not to disturb h ' 1m. Then, 

possibly because the success of the day has lifted him to 

an awareness of his rare ability to force calm reason on a 

situation threatening to decay into irrationality, Ishmael 

delivers a lofty pan~gyric to himself , praising especially 

his gift of tolerance in matters of religion. He claims to 

"cherish the greatest respect toward everybody's religious 

obligations, no matter how comical " (p. 76), and insists 

that he would honor " a congregation of ants worshipping a 

toad-stool " (p. 80). He concludes his defense of sacro

sanct absurdities with a satire of the homage men pay to 

other men of wealth. His speech is genuinely funny. It 

mocks liberal sentiment with a gross exaggeration that trans

forms simple openmindedness into a saintly act. But the 

wit of Ishmael ' s Declaration of The Rights of Man to make 

a fool of himself in whatever way he chooses is overshadowed 

t Ishmael is not so free of by a deeper cause for amusemen . 

k h · Events have already proven illusions as he thins e 1s. 

On e for forgiving in others what him a fool; and a greater 

· lf Supercilious egalitarian-he fails to recognize in h1mse · 

ism is a scant improvement on ignorant prejudice. 

d . ship Ishmael has succeeded By the time for boar ing ' 

h bout wha ling that in r epressin g whatever second thoug ts a 
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his rude initiation a t t he hands f B'ld d • o 1 a and Pelog mi ght , 

unde r less - co nfusing c irc umstances , have provoked. Secure 

i n the good sens e tha t has br ought him to the brink of 

the sea , and co nfident of the pragmatic flexibility that 

has r e sul te d in his friendsh i p with Queequeg and his 

enr ollment on the list o f the Pequod ' s shipmen , Ishmael 

charges headlong into his whaling adventure with all of the 

self-sa t isfaction of an ignorant man . So cer t ain is Ishmael 

of the prosaic good fortune of his situation that he refuses 

to surrender to suspicion , e ven when proclamations by a 

dockside prophet (Elijah), rumors about Ahab's madness , and 

shadowy figures skulking through the night combine to suggest 

possible flaws in his serendipitous picture of events. 

And again , in the chapter entitled "Going Aboard, " Ishmael's 

insensi t i vity to the subtle air that distinguishes the 

genui nel y foreboding from the merely uncommon con t rasts with 

a darkening atmosphere of mystery to exaggerate the humor 

of his r e action to another o f q ueequeg ' s nati ve customs : 

In that o f using the plush rumps o f fat men as ottomans. 

Ishmael ' s retelling
1 

the c ustom suggests a par allel to the 

inven t i ve ways in whi ch the disadvantaged are fur t her 

d b the Prl.vileged elements of all ostensibly pr esume upon y 

en l i ghte ned c ul tures. The idea of ' ' fattenin g s ome of the 

lower o r ders to furnish a house comf or t ab ly ,, . of buy in g 

. d l ay ing t hem ar ou nd in a n "eight or te n l azy fe llows, an 
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alcove ," o r of "calling an attendant 

• .. to make a 

settee o f himself in some damo and m h 
1 • ars y pace" ( p. 83) 

is comical at the same time that it is an acid indic t ment 

of casual exploitation and the cruel ab f use o power. It 

is difficult not to admire Ishmael for h · · t d · · h 1s w1 an 1ns1g t T 

in his abstract understanding of the strengths and weak-

nesses of men he is wiser than mos t . And in his reluctance 

to adopt arr ogance as a reward for his insight he is 

better yet. But it is important to remember that while 

Ishmael can with some justification mock the pretensions of 

society and congratulate himself for his tolerance- and 

flexibility, Elijah , the weird prophet of the docks , has 

issued oracular misgivings about the Peguod ' s mission , and 

Ishmael has seen a phantom crew of whalers board the ship 

in the anonymity of night. While Ishmael can decorate his 

understanding with wit, more amusing is his inability to 

enlarge understanding with observation. And his confidence 

in his own sound-mindedness is an amusing exercise in 

self-deception. It tends to disguise with false optimism, 

or den y altogether, those mysteries of life and nature for 

which there can be no simple explanation, and against which 

there is no defense. Events will impress him with this fact 

as his new enthusiasm matures into understanding. 

The Good Tf.Tork 

· tarts and bursts , stall-Moby Dick moves f o r wa rd ins 

Prolonged stret c h of ing i n detail twice fo r eve ry 
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I t is in this spirit of tantalizing hesitation 

that the Pequod ' s voyage finally begins. 
Ishmael boards 

ship alongside a collection of h • .. uman cur1os1t1es and 

quickly familiarizes himself with th t es range inhabitants 

of his new environment. Then , perhaps suppressing second 

thoughts , Ishmael becomes defensive. In the chapter 

entitled "The Advocate," he launches seriously impassioned 

invectives against the detractors of whaling, countering 

their heresy with a chapter-long defense of his new 

profession. His litigiousness is laughably precise; it 

upholds the honor of whalemen with all of the dignity and 

tediousness of a scholarly monograph , and at the same time 

homicidally satirizes that pedantic condition of mind that 

calls upon itself to assemble , in the interest of super

fluous clarification, numberless masterpieces of . longwinded

ness. He finally arrives at the predictable conclusion 

that whalemen, among wh~ he now proudly numbers himself, 

serve their creditors equitably in an enterprise that is 

· d h . "The at the same time necessary, romantic , an ero1c . 

Advocate" and the more cumbersome cetology chapters are 

first-rate Menippean satire. Details are coiled so per

sistently around a central skein that by the time the 

ungainly mass of supportive data has been compiled, the 

1 t . has long since shrunk to insigr eason f o r its accumu a 10n 

ni!icance, buried so deeply beneath a weight of scholar

interested in digging 
ship that no one is any longe r very 
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i t out. The speaker ne ver actually 

proves his po int : he 
simpl y t ires his audit ors into indiffer ence 

, and accepts 
their submissi on as a form of admission. 

So it is with 

Ishmae l' s defense o f whaling. The listener is amused 
' 

bored , and then finall y persuaded because the point Ishmael 

de fen ds doesn ' t seem particularly important. What is 

humorous about Ishmael 's pertinacity is that he should 

bother to persevere at all. If he wants to perceive whale

men as heroes that is his privilege. What will finally 

convince us of the accuracy or exaggeration of his position 

are events and their implications , not the polish and poise 

of a rhetorician. Ishmael ' s is a straw-man argument and it 

is humorous because he uses enough straw to bury a continent. 

Indeed, it is possible to extend the Menippean inter

pretation into an approach to the whole of Moby Dick. With 

its starts and pauses , divagations , monologues and 

compendiums of seemingly useless information, it at first 

appears to fit the Menippean mold comfortably. Until the 

story has accumulated a sufficient weight of implication, 

and until a number of puzzling incidents persuade us that 

there is more than a simple whaling s tory involved , Mo by 

Dick does seem like a mound of matter perched on a mouse 

of a theme. But here again , events emerge that amuse us 

embrace the obvious at the expense with ou r own abilit y to 

of what is true . 
led to believe otherAfter hav ing been 

f low of narrati ve , a seemingly 
Wise by a discontinuous 
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futile grasping fo r significance , and an 
editorial t one 

that seems unaffected by for h d . es a ow1ngs and hints at a 

greater theme, it is disorienting to concede that the 

story is , in fact, as significant as its generous portents 

would have one believe. Th " 1s overstatement that is 

actually underst atement is the broadest source of humor in 

the book: it touches characters and events only incident

ally, insinuating itself int th o e mood of the narrative, 

the character of events. 

The Men 

In "Knights and Squires, " Ishmael introduces the 

Pequod's crew and describes the status and functions that 

follow from their respective ranks. Starbuck is deliberate 

and stoical , a man of active virtue and restrained passion. 

Flask is a loud and sometimes amusing mediocrity who 

habitually says more than he means. Ahab is proud and 

paradoxical , with a character that will challenge one

hundred and thirty five chapters for an adequate treatment. 

The harpooners are primitives barely touched by the temper

ance that a presumably more-advanced culture demands, but 

with a sense of honor that challenges any of the other 

crew members for comparison. It is Stubb, however , who is 

most often the source of humor. 

Q Mab, " Stubb is re vealed In the chapter entitled '' ueen 

as a characte r hopelessly fated t o amuse. 
I t is his natur e 
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t o l ook f or the humor in every 

situati on , and his misfor-
tune t o be the natural vi ctim f . 

0 serious men's sour 
dis posit i ons. Not t ha t he d , . 

oesn t occasionally deserve his 

condition: he is prouder than he 1· s 
perceptive and louder 

than he is deep. He is insensitive to the changeability 
of men , and stubborn in his faith that the world appears 

to others exactly as it does to him . His is limited a 

consciousness secure in its understanding but incapable of 

appreciating either its own limitations or the presence of 

other superior souls. When Stubb is at his hardy best , he 

can inspire his men to high spirits and hard work . But 

when stubborn Stubb's pride conflicts with the inspired fury · 

of a temperament like Ahab's, he is driven to deceive him

self into the belief that he has not been outdone. The 

futility of his effort makes him comical despite himself ; 

for example, in the chapter entitled "Enter Ahab, " the 

captain's premiere on deck is celebrated at Stubb's expense. 

Advised by Stubb that honor forbids his being treated like 

a menial , Ahab demonstrates his respect for Stubb's 

integrity by calling him a dog, a donkey , and ten times an 

ass . Then , in the "Queen Mab " chapter, Stubb recounts a 

1 b 1. nspired by the incident. In dream that has obvious y een 

S Ahab kl.cks h1·m with his ivory leg. tubb's dream, 
Stubb 

. t d Ahab ' s affront as equivalent is co rrect to have 1nterpre e 

t o a kick in the pants. But his attempt to lessen the 

. k' k by rational izing Ahab ' s 
significance of the imag ina r y i c 
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use of his ivory leg instead of hi· s 

real one is comical. 
Demo ns t r ating a casuistry of l esser 

hope , but superior in 
self-deception even to s f 

ome O Ishmael ' s more inspired 

flights of paralogism, Stubb concludes that the kick , and 

therefore the incident, meant nothi·ng because the offending 

l imb was not genuine. A s 1· k ncere ick would have come from 

a flesh-and-blood foot. Renewed in self-respect , Stubb 

emerges from the incident unenlightened and willing to 

forget the past . 

In the chapter entitled "The Cabin Tab le ,: • humor 

lightens an otherwise-tiresome description of whaling 

protocol. The chapter offers a glimpse of the three mates 

as each tries to harmonize his personality with the demands 

of his respective rank. The dinner hour every evening 

provides a model of the ships hierarchy. The cook announces 

dinner. Ahab bids the first mate to assume command and 

seats himself at the table. Starbuck commands until Ahab 

is prepared to eat. Then Starbuck summons Stubb to command 

and descends to dinner in his turn. Stubb than summons 

Flask , last and least in authority among the mates, and 

descends to the table himself. The routine follows lines 

The most important eat first strictly defined by authority . 

and all of the mates command for a time in their turn. It 

S b k rises to his command 
is r eveali ng , however, tha t tar uc 

encumbered by the 
gr avely and with dignity , like a man 

knowledge of his prox imit y t o power. 
Stubb, in co ntrast, 
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takes advantage of hi s brief command t o indul ge the t wo 

dominant aspects of hi s nature · 1·n · • souc1ance and good sense . 

He " loun ges about on t he rigging a while 
' then slightly 

shakin g the main brace , to see whether it will be all ri ght 

with that important r ope " ( P. 91) . And Flask , the most 

comical and least responsible of the mates , rises t o his 

moment of absolute power with a spark of childlike celebra

ti on. He "winks in all sorts of direct ions , kicks off 

his shoes , strikes into a sharp but noiseless squall of a 

hornpipe . . . and goes down rollicking" (p. 92). But 

before he reaches the captain ' s table , Flask carefully 

adjusts his manner to reflect a somber humility appropriate 

to an occasion of the consequence of mealtime in the presence 

of the captain. He enters "in the character of Abjectus the 

Slave " (p. 95). Flask ' s character is clearly compromised 

by the demands of decorum. 

But Flask doesn ' t suffer the repressions of protocol 

in spirit alone . His stomach is als o affected. An 

to the ranks of command , Flask can only apparent newcomer 

half-enjoy his new s t atus ; his ego is fed at the expense of 

his body. The rules of the Pequod demand not only that 

t he h the dl·nner table in des cending order of mates approac 

r ank , bu t also t hat they leave the tab l e in r everse orde r . 

· t o pi ck up his f ork 
In conse que nce, Flask hardl y has t ime 

t · indic ate s t ha t the 
befo r e an a b rupt c ue f r om the cap ai n 

1 de l aye d a nd that Flask 
ship ' s business has been too- o ng ' 



should terminate his meal and 11 a ow the captain and his 
mates , by now full and amiable , to file 

out in ascending 

return to their responsibilities above 
order of rank and 

deck . Poor Flask has less time to eat than he had in 
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command of the ship. The ff 
e ect of his promotion from the 

enlisted status of a crew-member t' o the commissioned 

status of a mate has been to raise hi·s level of responsi-

bility and decrease his consumption of food. Flask has been 

promoted into a higher tax bracket. And it is possible 

to extend Flask ' s predicament into a larger thematic state

ment. There is often something pathetic about an object of 

humor , and Flask's condition is not entirely foreign to any 

of the characters in the book. He is an ironic figure 

whose aspirations conflict humorously with his condition. 

Queequeg's aspiration to civility and Ishmael's chronic 

nai vet e are themselves humorous foibles that derive from 

the same ironic root. And Ahab's tormented reluctance to 

abandon revenge and settle accounts as they stand clearly 

reflects the humor of certain frustration . All of these 

examples suggest that it is impossible for a man to arrive 

at a point of perfect equity. The death of the spirit is 

· d th of ctes1· re , yet only impossible vis ions signaled by the ea 

thwar t spiritual death and provide a reason for perseve ran ce. 

an illiterate sa vage, though he Queequeg never stops being 

. a decent human being ; Ishmael never fully 1s unfail ingly 

questi ons the wisdom of that 
Understands, though he ne ve r 
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objective; and Ahab ne ve r conquers the 

whale , though he 
never concedes t he cont est. 

And Flask ne ver dances a horn-

pipe, comma nds the ship , or gets a full meal , though he 

pursues pr omoti ons relentlessly to that 
end . All of these 

men , all men , are pa thetic in their inability to arrive a t 

satisfaction; all are admirable 1· n h t eir pursuit of it ; 

and all are , in t he largest sense 
' 

they ignorantly think they must d 0 . 

humorous for doing what 

Moby Dick is a book 

about serious matters, but as a statement of the narrow 

theme of human accomplishment, the book 1· s a d come y . 

There are really no great men or high places here , only 

flawed men comically stumbling toward chimeras . 

Nor does the Peguod ' s caste system cease beyond the 

captain ' s table . Ship protocol allows the harpooners to 

eat after the men of the captain ' s table. Closest to the 

distant origins of humanity , and firs t in the face of 

dan ger , these sloppy heroes are second only to Ahab in their 

hunger for blood , and inferior only t o Flask in their con

formity to the unspoken orders of good taste. When their 

turn at the table is announced , they charge below deck l ike 

animals startled by a blaze. As far as they are from the 

starched propriety of the captain ' s table , howe ver , the 

i f sce ne t ha t their mealtime presen t s is one o f vigo r ous , 

The y playfull y threaten to vague l y bar bari c , good humor. 

doesn ' t bring them mo re meat , qui ckly . 
behea d t he cook if he 

T 1 " ha s a n unge ntlemanly way of ashtego pa r ticular Y 



accelerati ng Lthe coo_k-/ b ct 
Y arting a fork at his back 

' 
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barpoo n- wize " ( p. 115 ); and Tashtego periodically reduces 
the ship's gourmet to a state of 

quivering by " laying out 

a circle on his head preliminary to scalping" ( 
p. 116). 

The antics are all in fun , though the cook seems less 

amused by the prospect of his slow and painful death than 

do the rest of the men. Ad f n rom the point of view of 

everyone but the book , the scene is quite funny. 

A~ important contrast eme~ges between the humor of the 

captain's table and that of the feast of harpooners. The 

humor o! the captain's table arises from repression: Flask 

especially is amusing !or his near inability to maintain 

the prescribed facade of decorum. And the effect of that 

humor is -to suggest a revaluation of the sacred commonplace, 

dignity. High ideals are born by superhuman exertions, 

and they fall with comic results when their standardbearers 

are themselves inclined to the 1railties of the less-than

superhuman. The humor of the captain ' s table is the humor 

of men cornrni tted to universal principles that they ·can 

neither define nor uphold. These vague principles of order 

and restraint allow civilizations to survive by suppressing 

the improvident impulses of individual egos. But when 

behavior becomes a matter of the principles are unclear, 

an d humor frequently results. ! orm rather than of meaning , 

contrast , matters of the moment At the harpooner ' s table, in 

ove rru l e t he l ar ge r questions o f e th ics. 
These are men 
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dedicated t o no i dea l hi gher th 

an that invoked by common 

desire ; f oo d , fun, the threat of violence blend in an 

atmosphere that is at once playful and 1· n touch 
. with the 

elemental source of human life. 
No foggy ideals cloud 

the motives of men willing to k ac nowledge, on the same 

level with the demands of the heart and mind 
' those of 

the stomach and the loins. The comedy of the harpooner ' s 

table emerges from a reluctance to surrender to dignity. 

In these two congregations the two broad categories of 

humor are matched with their corresponding conditions of 

mind. Flask's hornpipe signals a barely repressed impulse, 

just as does Tashtego's mock scalping. There are no 

advanced or retarded cultures , no civilized or cannibal 

natures: there are only variations in the degree to which 

cultures are willing to tolerate restraint. And it is the 

necessary restriction that social intercourse demands of 

the individual human nature that is the final source of 

the humor in both cases. The laws of group preservation 

expose amusing flacidities in the moral constitutions of 

men: it is funny that Flask and Tashtego can barely contain 

themselves; it is disastrous that Ahab cannot. 

that the single character who It is interesting 

exl· sts at the expense of indi vidual re cogn izes that society 

freedom , and that e vil and complete freedom are closely 

re lated, himself resists res t rain t and thereby jeopardizes 

. t ,. under his command. 
the safety o f t he " soc1e Y 

Nominall y, 



Ahab ' s j ustifi cation fo r avenging himself on 
Moby Dick is 

a wa rped but perhaps sincere belief 
that in destroying 

The chapter 
the whale he will be destroying all evil. 

entitl ed "Moby Dick" makes this clear. 
Ahab "deliriously 

transferred . . . all that stirs up the lees of things 
all truth with a malice in ·t 1 . ; all the subtle 
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dimensions of life and thought,· all evil ... were personi-

fied and made practically assailable in Moby Dick " (p. 125). 

His ostensibly noble vendetta, however, transforms him into 

something as bad as the evil that he has seen. But this is 

obvious. What is amusing is the observation that in fact 

Ahab doesn't turn himself into anything that he was not 

already. He merely uses the whale as justification for the 

sort of self-indulgence that tempts every participant in 

society. Declarations of the whale ' s malice simply disguise 

the accumulated frustrations of a spirit held captive too 

long by society's priests of brotherhood and forebearance. 

Ahab ' s disregard for his responsibility as the leader of a 

business enterprise is an affront to social regulation 

comparable to Flask's harmless hornpipe or Tashtego's 

teasing knife-play in everything but the scale of its 

expression, Of l·ts effect on other men, and the the extent 

Persistence with which it is indulged. In all of these 

instances men are disagreeably restrained by necessary , 
. little humor in the tragedy 

Prin c iples of o rder. There is 

Of Unwonted freedom precipitates; 
that Ahab ' s assumpt i on 
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but t he r e i s a kind of humor in the 

observation that a man 
wh o c l aims t o know so much of e -1 k 

vi nows so little of him-
self. 

A distinguishin a character · t· 
b 1s 1c of practical intelli-

aence i s t he abilit y to ap · 
o preciate the latent intelligence 

of t he common man. And madman though he may be , Ahab is 

not stupid. It is true that little of the humor that can 

be identified with Ahab is without a macabre underside. 

Still , there is a devilish humor in the ingenuity of his 

deceit. Ahab manages to lose the fabric of the whaling 

community with the approval and assistance of those who are 

most likely to suffer for his indiscretion . After rallying 

the crew to his side with emotional rhet oric and a golden 

coin , Ahab diverts suspicion by carrying on with whaling as 

usual. In the chapter entitled ''Surmises , " Ahab ' s plan 

be comes clear. In order t o a void mutinous accusations and 

t o color his vendetta with a g loss of advent ure , Ahab nurtures 

his crew on the easy pre y of well-charted seas. By th i s 

de vi ce he hopes to convince his men , all of whom have a stake 

in the financial success of t he voyage, that he , t oo, is a 

busine ssman rather than a lunatic , a l over of th e hunt 

r athe r tha n the rabid enemy of a single whale. He fei gns 

· f c t that f or t he 
devot ion t o dut y s o convin c ingl y , in a , 

hl·s de cei t i s mor e amusing t ha n an y
moment t he inge nui ty of 

l· t: one is caught up in the game of 
t hing tha t r e su l ts fr om 

t f t he crew. However , t he humor 
whal i ng just like the r es 0 
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of t he situat i on lasts onl y 1 so ong as Ahab ' s madness 
r emains harmles s. When his 

monomania turns bloody , and 

more than just the greed and spinelessness of the crew are 

on display, the deception loses • 
its comic edge. 

Of course , the impression this far has been that the 

humor in Moby Dick is largely secondary to one of the book ' s 

larger elements of symbol, character and meaning--that what 

is funny about it is so only in service to some greater 

Purpose that time and events wi· 11 reveal. r · n a strict sense , 

this is true. Ishmael's confidence is amusing from the 

perspective of a reader ' s greater awareness : the element of 

dramatic irony allows the character to grope comically for 

an insight that is clear to the reader . Queequeg's mannered 

savagery is amusing as a challenge to preconcei ved notions 

about civility and culture; it demonstrates how easily the 

two can be confused. And what is amusing about the other 

characters--Ahab , Stubb , and the rest--is revealing at the 

same time that it is comical. But because the humor in the 

book so often serves a larger purpose , there is a tendency 

to 1 i·n scenes and situations that hint l ook for humor on y 

Agai·n , this is not an i mprovident at greater things. 

i mpulse . The humor in Hoby Dick is often a de vice for 

l arger t hemes , and for shortinco nspicuousl y suggesting 

cut ti ng desc r iption with a qui ck reve la t i on mor e si gnifi cant 

f exposi t i on or di a l ogue . 
than lengthy pa r ag r ap hs o 

But t his 

b dreader t o s ome of t he 
use of humo r a l so b l inds t he t heme- oun 
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amus ing incide nt a l s t hat ap . 

Pear in the desult or y course of 
the story. One of co untl ess h 

sue examples oc curs at the 
end of the fi rst of the h 

c apters on cetology ( #32) . After 
listing ever y possible name f or 

eve ry possible member of 

every possible family of whales in every possible ocean of 

all the known seas , Ishmael concludes his scrupulous 

taxonomy wi th a further list of specious whales. He has 

accomplished what he immodestl y acknowledges to be an 

unpreceden t ed service to science and posterity, equivalent 

to the " uncompleted . Cathedral of Cologne " (p. 126). 

As his readership snores, Ishmael invites an enthusiastic 

apostrophe to the muse of unfinished masterpieces: "God 

keep me from completing anything " (p. 133); and he hails 

his goal of deliberate imperfection with a parting allusion. 

Several of the Leviathans that are spoken of , he claims , 

are frauds , '' ful 1 of Levi a than ism , but signifying nothing" 

(p. 142). This ludicruous pastiche of dubious learning and 

delightful wit is as dispensable to the story as it is 
( 

refreshing. It is the sort of comedy that doesn ' t require 

having already read the book at least once to appreciate . 

In a whaling book that is sometimes as unfathomable as its 

b 1 Uncompll·cated humor offers a welcome su ject , a litt e 

pause between profundities. 

Whaling 

f the first whale chase , 
In th e o rgani zed chaos 0 

· n human form. As 
Eli jah ' s omin ous prophecy materializes 1 
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t he mat e s pr epar e to l ower th . 

eir whal e boats , the y noti ce 

f or t he fi r st time an extra whale boat and 
harpoon crew 

t hat Ahab has apparentl y smuggled aboard . 
They also notice 

t ha t Ahab ' s imperial harpooner is 
a Mediterranean type, grim 

and sinister in appearance. 
His look is so appalling that 

common consensus half-seriously J·ud h ' ges im and his grisly 

crew to be " the paid spies and secret confidential agents on 

the water of the devil, their lord" (p . 143). Fedallah ' s 

deckside debut is a dramatic moment , and it stimulates 

disaffection among the crew members , who have sworn to help 

avenge Ahab ' s wound . Not only , it now appears, did Ahab 

mistrust them , he was also prepared to wage a private 

campaign had they mistrusted him. But the mechanisms of 

whaling are well-ordered and the discipline of the chase 

disallows long moments of mutinous reflection. The boats 

drop , winches whine , commands are shouted , and the crew ' s 

curiosity is drowned in salt spray and the desire for self

prese rvation. As quickly as the real danger that awaits 

them is for gotten , the immediate one takes possession , and 

the mates return in the frenz y of the chase t o tha t attitude 

of detached competence that is the s ource of mu ch of the 

unexpected humor in the whaling scenes. After having been 

impressed in the abstract wi t h th e ext reme dan gers of 

d Ishmae l ' s t estimony t o the heroi c 
whal in g , and ha ving hear 

sp ir it tha t is t he wha l e r ' s s t andard equipment , it is 

l i gh tl y t hese heroe s actual l y take 
amusin g t o disc ove r how 



thei r pe r i l. Stubb admonishes his 
crew ·, in a tone so 
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st r ange l y comp ounded of fu n and 
fury · · . that no 

could l hel.2_/ . . . pulling for the sheer 
oarsman 

joke of the 
thing " ( P • 150) • Stubb goes about 

his job lazily, "loung-
ingl y managing his steering oar" ( 

p. 151) and yawning con-
spi cuousl y . In the last phase f 0 the fray, when the boats 
are challenging each other for 

proximity to the whale, he 

pull s his boat across Starbuck's bow and hails the first 

mate in a manner that belies the presence of danger. The 

mates talk briefly about the suspicious additional crew, and 

then Stubb , who would have been pleased to chat longer , is 

gently urged back to duty and profit by Starbuck, who is 

himself not averse to a brief mid-crisis parlay . 

Ishmael, too, is puzzled by the cavalier mood that 

seems to possess his whaling co~panions in the middle of 

the most dangerous and unpredictable inevitability of their 

profession . When the boats are lowered, and mortal souls 

confront an agent of their own potential destruction , 

relig ion and philosophy appear to him the most likely re f uge. 

And when Ishmael learns that violent death is the least 

terrifyi ng misfortune likely to result from a lowering--that 

there is also the possibility of lonely abandonment in the 

middle of the sea , " in the heart of that almighty forlorness " 

of the whalemen commands the (p. 160 )--the gallows humor 

full f orce of his powers of reas on. 
Aga in , Ishmael ' s 

d te· his thoughts tend to 
th i nk in g i s no t entirely a equa · 
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pant heism a nd infallible p 

resbyte rian platitudes about the 
in te rdependen c e of all things. 

Nor is it particularly 

f unn y, except as a further example of the 
- frustrati ons 

that face any philosopher who attempts to generalize his 
way out of a paradox. B th u is reflections , in the chapter 

entitled "The Hyena , " do t con ribute to an understanding of 

the humor in the paradoxical detachment of men who have 

every reason to keep the full force of mind and eye firmly 

focused on events before them, and to an understanding of 

that particular irony that permeates the book, contrasting 

every event of gravity and significance with a suggestion 

of the transience of all things. 

In a flash of incomplete insight , Ishmael concludes 

that at times men take "this whole universe for a vast 

practical joke, the wit thereof he but dimly discerns •· 

(p . 161 ), and he associates this elevated level of perspec

tive with the dangers of whaling. Because "tha t odd sort 

of wayward mood that comes over a man in times of extreme 

tribulation" (p. 167) is so abundantly available to whale

men, they recognize more clearly the brevit y of life , its 

unpredictability, and its dearth of comfort and pleasantry. 

This insight grown from proximity to death gives whal emen 

the depreciated estimation of indi vi dual importance and 

the awareness of the immensit y of the cosmos that allows 

h moment from t he perspective 
th em t o app r oach events oft e 

th they mar vel at the 
of e ternit y, and to laugh at dea as 
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co nt inuit y o ! li f e . Th 

ough the equation lacks an adequate 
estimatio n of evil , the 

power of individual human compul-
sion, or the motivation to try 

and succeed despite the 
bre vity of life, it should not 

be judged for what it does 
not attempt. In fact , Ishmael has offered as a by-product 

of his curiosity about the fearlessness of remarkable men 

a remarkable glimpse into the nature of that variety of 

consciousness that is more sensitive to the humor than to 

the horror of human life, and an insight into the peculiar 

brand of humor characteristic of Moby Dick. Tragedies are 

the creation of minds incapable of disassociation of hurt 

from cause, of separating the individual ego from the 

impersonal chain of cosmic events. Comedy , in contrast , 

presumes the more logical, but emotionally more difficult 

assumption that the universe deals in accidents and 

probabilities rather than in righteousness and law, that 

humans are free within the narrow limitations of class , 

culture, and genetics, and that the human drama does not 

necessarily unfold according to the presuppositions of any 

one of its players. A measure o! Ahab's deviation is the 

extent t o which he fails to profit from the lessons of his 

trade. 

A Of the whaleman ' s metaphysical sensi-consequence 

tivity is his defensive pride in the profession. It seems 

f th · mortal limitations 
humorous that men so con~cious O eir 

h · cal a plane to a 
shoul d be dedicated on s o philosop 1 

to further abbreviate the brevity 
Pro fes sion that promises 
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of life. An d though the humor of that 

contradiction is 
never comple tely counteracted by 

the mound of evidence 
offered by Ishmael in defense of 

whalers and their lot 
' 

Ishmael ' s protests do succeed in 
puncturing with humor 

some of the pretentions that under1i·e 
prejudices against 

whaling and his accusations do expose some of the shallow 

chauvinisms of the maritime industry. Th ough Ishmael's 

argument does not make men who are aware of human limitation 

appear any better for having devoted their lives to an 

occupation that enshrines mortal limitation , he does manage 

to argue persuasively that whalers are on a par with belli

gerent man-of-war ' s men, slave-ship sailors, and pirates. 

And he accomplishes this difficult act of advocacy by means 

of a rhetorical device embraced by all of the great orators 

and sanctified by time: sneering derision. Comparing the 

methods by which meeting ships address one another, he 

concludes, in the chapter entitled ''The Garn, " that the 

"silly bowing and scraping and ducking of ensigns '' ( P. 168) 

indulged in by man-of-war's men make those sailors _appear 

absurd. And merchant vessels "crossing each other's wake 

in the mid-Atlantic will oftentimes pass on without so much 

reco~ni'tion, mutually cutting each other as a single word of ~ 

' k a brace of dandies on Broadway " off on the high seas, 11 e 

( p. 200) . 
" are in such a prodigious hurry 

And slave ships 
oon as possible '' 

that they " run away from each 0ther as 8 

. demnation is targeted at the 
(p . 201). But the funniest con 



pirat e s , who think themselves masters 
of the sea: all 
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Powerful and accountable to no one. "Hov, many skulls?" 
they ask each ot her as they pass. 

Of course , Ishmael 
admits , " the pirate's variance with th 

1 - e aw does occasionally 
end in lhi~/ uncommon elevation ,· • 

indeed, but only at the 
e:a llows " (p. 203 ). Th1·stypeof 1 
~ e evation, however , leaves 

a pirate with " no proper foundation for hi· s superior 
att itude" (p. 205). By 11· ft· h ' 1ng 1mself above the whaleman 

in this way, Ishmael insists, "the pirate has no solid basis 

to stand on" ( P • 206). The cause of whaling is barely 

assisted by this foolishness, and Ishmael hardly justifies 

his own prejudices. Whalemen are not ennobled by his convic

tion that they are better than murderers , merchants , and 

thieves. Part of the comedy of the scene revolves around 

the irony of Ishmael's indignation. Events demonstrate that 

whalers are not unrelated in motive or sentiment to any one 

of the three. But comedy needn't stop to analyze itself , 

and the scene is funny. In addition, it prepares a place 

for the mound of scholarly information that Ishmael presents 

as evidence of the mystery and promise of revelation with 

which whaling has attracted both the brightest and the most 

boring of human minds and mouths . 

Pictures of Whales, " In the chapter entitled "Monstrous 

" truth" about whales and whaling by Ishmael reveals the 

quoting 

experts 

· t· son the art. 
a legion of supposed author1 ie 

of all those 
h . d s ,. the or imal s ource e cons1 er -

These 
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pic t orial delusio ns " a 

ccepted as fact by credulous ages up 
t o and includi ng his 

own. Tracing the origins of this 

foll y back t o " the oldest Hindoo Eg t . 
, · YP 1an , and Grecian 

sculptures " ( P. 220) is tedious stuff , barely enlivened by 
Ishmael ' s attempt to counteract · 

ignorance and fancification 

with parody, reliable source-work, d an the wisdom of 
experience. In fact , the mistakes f o ancient experts are 

more amusing than Ishmael's facts. A nd the satire that 

Ishmael dispenses as a tonic for · dull and error 1s , here, 

lifeless. His earnestness dulls his sword. One is tempted 

to believe that Ishmael might have actually learned some

thing as a whaleman and become a bore as a result. Only 

once in the chapter does his adversary scholarship rise to 

a level of comic vision equal to that of the detached , 

stubbornly pragmatic equivocation that has been his strength 

and weakness thus far. Trying to isolate the worst blunder 

committed in the cause of pseudo-scientific cetology , he 

points to the work of the nineteenth-century scientist 

Frederick Cuvier, " brother to the famous Baron. 11 Before 

showing any of the pictures of sperm whales in Cuvier ' s 

1836 edition of the Natural History of Whales to anyone in 

" '1 d best provide for your Nantucket , Ishmael warns , you a -

summary retreat " ( p. 226) · 
The whale that Cuvier proudly 

11 nor is it any other 
Pictur es is not a sperm whale at a ' 

var i ety of whale or mammal. 
It is not even an an imal . 



Cuvie r places '' t he 
cap-sheaf to all thi·s b lundering 

business " (p . 227) by mistaking 
a garden squash for a 
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sperm whal e. Curious about the 
origin of the error , Ishmael 

suggests that Cuvier may have "deri·ved h 
tat picture ... as 

bis s c ientific predecessor in the same 
fie 1 d" ( p . 2 31 ) . The 

parallel he draws between the field of science and a field 

of vegetables almost compensates for the tiresome earnest

ness o f the rest of the chapter. Its implication that 

queer creations grow wild in both varieties of field is 

certainly appropriate to the character of Ishmael ' s study. 

And the amusement at everything except whaling and truth that 

it suggests is certainly characteristic of Ishmael. Learned 

men are no more immune to misplaced self-confidence than are 

merchants and pirates. 

The point of all this is that the prestige of a 

pursuit is often the product of fancification rather than 

fact. Pirates are ennobled by people's ignorance: it is 

easy to glorify the strength and independence of characters 

one is never likely to encounter and with whom legend has 

been ge nerous. A realistic look at piracy , however , reveals 

d that l·mplicate all men and that are more isgusting truths 

comfo rtably disguised in myth . Whaling suffers similarly 

from men's i gnorance. l· s trying to correct popular Ishmael 

misleading myths about whalin g . 
misconceptions by puncturing 

his personal experience or 
He o ffers facts deri ved from 

fr om credible a lternati ve s ources. 
And he elevates his 
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st ory onto a plane of suggestivit y 

intended t o satisfy the 
pub l i c's nee d fo r some t hing 

more than t he l i t erall y true. 
He is t r yi ng to replac f 1 e a se and derogatory whaling myths 
wi th a positi ve new one and · f 

' is allowing the logical steps 

t o t ha t end. The problem , and a particular source of humor 

in the chapters that are more academi·c than amusing , is 

that scholarship, too, is cloaked in myths . To counteract 

fa l sehoods well founded in false learni· ng ·t · , 1 1s necessary 

to combat the persuasive assumption that for a book to have 

been written, or a fact proclaimed , there must have been a 

truth at issue. Ishmael has to deal with the fundamentalist 

orthodoxy of the printed page, and with a congregation of 

hearers trained to worship truth at the bidding of a 

priesthood of the published. This is a real problem: a lie 

heard by half the world is likely to be more influential 

t han a truth shared by a privileged few. With the example 

of Cuv ier ' s squash, Ishmael tries to deal with the issue of 

sufficient ~roof by laughing at an outrageous abuse of 

t he principle. This , he implies , is the sort of sanctifi-

cati on of fantasy that glorifies pirates 1 that denigrates 

whalers, and that falsifies t he record . But ultimatel y the 

h ev idence and documentation is questi on is one of how muc 

Opl. nion can ri ght full y be call ed a fa ct . 
necessary be fo re an 

1. n t he chapter enti t led ''Less Erroneo us 
An amus i ng inc i dent 

bl~ of pr ovabilit y 
Pictur es of Whal e s '' illust r at e s t he pro e. 

h l ' s pl an to r econstruct 
and shows the di f f icult y of Is mae 
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Scoresby , '' afte r gi v ing us a full 
1 en gth of the Green land 

wha l e ," goe s on t o show detailed pi ctures of boathooks 
' 

kni ves , and ot her assorted whaling minutia (p. 
232

) . He 

then protests that Scoresby does not •ct 
prov1 e " a sworn 

affadavit taken before a Greenland Justice of the Peace " 

to satisfactorily confirm that the "ninety-six fac-similies 

of magnified Arctic snow crystals " are indeed authentic 

(p. 232). Superfluous confirmation is as funny as confusing 

a vegetable with a whale; however, Ishmael ' s parodic 

acknowledgment of the problem of proof is insufficient 

treatment. The problem is never resolved. Ishmael begins 

his attempt to rescue the world from cetological ignorance 

by basing his apology for the profession on observations 

of fact, and on reliable scholarship , but he ends oy 

recounting an incredible story with religious overtones 

about the one that got away . 

If Ishmael ' s anthology of s cholarship tends to leave 

one either drowsy and unimpressed or laughing , and his 

story tries one's willingness to suspend disbelie f, at least 

his first-hand observations redeem his conviction that 

whalemen are noble. 1 d "The Line , " In the chapter entit e _ 

Whalemen ha ve to endure wi t hout question t he dan ge rs t hat 

or p r otes t 

the act o f 

Scenes of brave me n in are rendered power f ull y . 

t o de fen d whal ing aga ins t t he 
brave r y do mo r e 

attacks of prejudi ce than do 
a ll of Ishmael ' s ti r esome 

When Ishmae l des c ribe s t he 
scholarly sour ces combined. 
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paral yz ing fea r that men aboard 

a whaling boat must 

to retain the r 
P esence of mind necessary 

repress in orde r 

to function in a 

makes its point. 

life-threat · ening situation , the description 

Potential nooses of rope swirl around 
their necks ominously while 

monst ers threaten to rise from 

the sea and dash their small whaling boats into splinters. 

And the testimony is enhanced by the unspoken fact that 

the narrator experienced the event firsthand. In fact , 

Ishmael is on such reliable ground when he bases his judg

ments on personal experience that he can sometimes success

fully indulge his philosopher ' s tendency to generalize. 

Previously, Ishmael's generalities have hinted at his 

inexperience, but actual participation in a trade appears 

to have matured him as a man and seasoned him as a wit and 

philosopher. When, in the chapter entitled "The Dart, " he 

humorously extrapolates a truth about men from his observa

tion of the demands the mates place on harpooners , his 

satire has more than just wit: it has the sting of a deep 

truth cleverly implied. The harpooner is expected to row 

the whaleboat to the whale, to provide an example of effort 

and enthusiasm for the rest of the crew, to remain conspic

uo usly indifferent to danger, and then , wi th a thruS t of 

to kl. 11 the whale, after which he is 
the heavy harpoon , 

1 to his oar and goad the men 
the n expected to return burnb Y 

into an enthusiast ic re turn to t he ship. 
Ishmael comments 

heartily and wo rk at the 
that he , for one , cannot bawl ve r y 
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same time. ,. It is the harpooner that 

makes the voyage " 
(p. 239). The harpooner emerges from 

the description as 

a kind of overman. And I h 
s mael's comic self-abasement com-

bines with what is clearly his ctm· . a 1rat1on for the harpooners 

to suggest that all accompl_ishment results from the depen-

dence of t he inept upon the able. The example satirizes 

the inept both for their weakness and for their pernicious 

reducti on of the strong to weakness by overburdening them 

with responsibilities that should rightfully be shared. 

The heroic spirit is compelled to spent its private greatness 

in the interest of a public good , a concession for which 

strength is never fully recompensed. For the first time , 

Ishmael ' s wit accords with his wisdom. Because he has the 

weight of a real experience behind him , his satire succeeds. 

He meets the requirement of believability demanded of those 

who belittle. 

The Opposition 

. t to Ishmael's tireless defense of The counterpo1n 
I s II 

whaling occurs in the chapter entitled "Stubb s upper. 

By this time , an impressive weight of evidence has been 

Ishmael bas culled literary 
offered in defense of whaling. 

sour ces , 
t forests of scholarship , 

foraged through ancien 
offered impressions based 

combat t e d current misconceptions , 

on his pe rsonal experience , and 
begun an attempt to alter 

of whaling. 
the erroneous popular mY th010gy 

His attempt has 



at times been imp r ess i ve· 
' more often , it has been either 
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overlong , o r abs ur d , in that ¥ . 
.. enippean sense of comic 

excess . Bu t f inall y, in the 
chapter about the harpooners , 

his earnestness and defensiv 
eness collide to the advantage 

of his cause . The nobility of whalernen 
is convincingl y 

ar gued on the strength of Ishmael's 1.mpli'ed 
association of 

all whalemen with virtues of self-sacri'fi·ce and bravery 

characteristic o f the harpooners. And the method or 

argument by realistic description rather than by recourse 

to personal opinion or pedantic ~enumeration has given his 

bias a foundation firm enough to allow occasional flights 

of generalized satire without threat to the final sobriety 

of his defense. The method persuades his hearers by 

patient indulgence . Conscious that scholarship bores , and 

opinions alienate, Ishmael resorts to a clever reconstruc

tion of fact, correctly assuming that the proper opinion 

can be coaxed forward by a calm demonstration of the truth. 

That the method is itself a kind of censorship , and there

fore tendentious , is less important to him than is the f act 

of its successful service to his cause. So , when old 

On deck in "Stubb ' s Dinner " and Fleece , the cook , appears 

a ttitude toward whaling ( and Man) unco nsciously -suggests an 

ht Ishmael has advocat ed , 
opposed t o the glorification ta 

· t th e humor of the s cene . 
the ef f ect is s i gnificant despi e 

the s erv ice of an y pr e s crib ed 
The fact that Fleece i s not in 

. 1 ent in wha l e but che r y i s 
t h · s 1 nvo ver.1 Point o f v iew an d tha 1 



not di r ect g i ves his ignorant 
wisdom 

tivi ty. His uncalculated mumblings 

in th e boo k t hat it is Man d ' an not 
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the impact of objec

are the first real hint 

the whale, who is a 
beast; that it is the whale ad 

' n not Man, who should be 
gl ori f ied. And consistent with the 

frequent presence of 
humor in Mo by Dick as an analges · . . 

ic in the bitter pill of 
truth , Flask's deckside monologu · . e is comical. Summoned by 

Stubb , who in one of his dense and happy moods has taken 

enough time from a busy schedule of work and gluttony to 

humiliate the ship's cook, Fleece assumes the deck reluc

tantly. When Stubb complains that his whale steak is too 

thoroughly cooked , adding that the sharks snapping at the 

dead whale alongside ''pref er it tough and rare , " Fleece 

reacts like an artist offended by a bourgeois patron. The 

analogy between men and sharks is subtly stated in this 

scene , but Stubb's intention to further compromise the cook 

results in a more elaborate , and more amusing , statement of 

the parallel. Rising to an exordium on the subject of the 

proper preparation of whalemeat, Stubb notices that the 

noise of the hungry sharks overboard threatens to overpower 

his vo ice. He appoints Fleece missionary to the sharks , 

and enjoins him to preach civility and silence to them. 

hl· s m1·ssi· on sanctimoniousl y , accepting the Fleece performs 

to hl·m by Stubb .. and carrying its li ght t o 
lantern offe red 

Of t he supernatural t ru th he bears. 
t he sharks as a symbol 

. f Father Mapple's sermon 
The s ce ne is a c omic in version° 



in Chapter Ni ne. "Fellow critters " Fl 
' eece accurately 

begins, " I ' se ordered h 
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ere to say dat you must stop da t darn 
noise dare " (p . 239). 

Ministers always preach some brand 
0 f sac r if ice . 11 Do · you is all sharks ' " he continues , "and 
by natur very woracious 

II ( p • 240) , Appetite is a 
necessity that tends to excess · 

in all creatures of prey. 
"But if you gobern de shark in 

you, why den you be angel " 
(p. 240). The sermon then rises to a homelitic crescendo: 

"For all angel is not'ing more dan de shark well goberned 

... Don't be tearin de blubber out your neighbor ' s 

mout .. 11 (p. 250). Fl eece is a black Father Mapple, and 

an unwitting parodist in his own right. By the time he 

surrenders the pulpit , distinctions between whalers like 

Stubb and sharks like those of Fleece ' s congregation fade 

before persuasive evidence of their common inhumanity . 

A reconstructionist undercurrent persists throughout 

the chapters about the processing of the dead whale. The 

intention of these chapters is ostensibly educational: 

Ishmael wants to familiarize his audience with the facts 

as well as the spectacle of whaling. But the effect of all 

f · t 1· ve It expands Fleece ' s this literal description is 1gura · 

analogy between human and oceanic culture by acknowledging , 

S
imilarity between the li ve s and 

with eloquent silence , the 

deaths of whales and those of men. 
The whal e emerges from 

ht l ess carnaae ennobled. In a 
these descriptions of thoug 0 

way Ishmae l's defense 
har dly laughable , but ha lf-humo r ous ' 



is rebutte d by the we i ght of 
his own evidence. 
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important source of humor in 
Mobz ~ that Ishmael can 

It is an 

so casual ly pronounce 
apostrophes to the bl' d 1n ness of 

humanit y while at the 
same time remaining insensiti ve to 

the implications of his own story, 
and to the incompati-

bilit y of admiration for both h 
wales and their predators. 

Whalemen are not glorious for havi·ng d 
ma e the life of the 

sperm whale more like their own. Wh ., en , in the chapter 

entitled "The Funeral, " Ishmael describes how the depleted 

body of the whale is cast away from the ship and into the 

mouths of a waiting host of sharks , the scene is ripe with 

tragic overtones. He cal ls it "a doleful and mocking 

funeral" (p. 252). But before recognizing the source of 

that tragedy in a pointless conflict of life against life, 

he indulges a trite reflection about the limitations of 

human knowledge. Given the chance to rise above his 

material, he drowns in it. He reflects that in the future , 

passing boats will mistake the dead whale for an island and 

r ecord its position on maps that will confound posterity 

and make ships change their routes "as silly sheep leap ove r 

a vac uum because their original leader leaped there when a 

stick was held" (p. 253). Ishmael su cceeds at irony and 

misse s the pathos of the e vent. 
When he sarcastically 

by thl. s example-- '' there ' s the story of 
impugns t radi tion 

f never bottomed on the 
Your obstinate survival of belies 

earth . 
1 " (p . 253 )--his technique 

There's orthodoxy. 
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evide nce , but Ishmael has 
missed the point. 

The parody is supported by the 

we be troubled by a dead whale's 
exposure to sharks when 

Why should 

a li ve one has already suffered th 
· e company of men? If 

the point missed is unamusing at 1 ' east the hollow 

certainty responsible for the oversight is not. 

These chapters leave some doubt about what is really 

noble about whaling. Desp·t I h 1 e s mael's protestations on 

behalf of his profession, the simple observations of a man 

like Fleece linger persuasively. By the time Ishmael ends 

his description of the capture , killing, and dereliction of 

the whale, it is not easy to decide whose side to be on: 

both whales and whalers display enviable perseverance and 

bra very. If the whale is valuable, so is he innocent; if 

man is wily and persistent, so is he "woracious ," like 

Fleece's congregation of sharks. When Ishmael abandons his 

whaling defense, satisfied of its success, and returns to 

the story in the chapter entitled '' The Jerobaum ." the 

paradoxical conflict betwe€n the elements of heroism and 

vileness simultaneously present in the nature of Man is left 

to be satisfactorily resolved by some future seer. Ishmael's 

personal satisfaction with a shallow resolution in favor of 

of importan ce to much of the 
whalers , howe ve r, is a fact 

Those overtones that 
humor and dramatic irony to f ol low. 

C
onception of wha lers (and of Man) 

argue for a less-glorified 
. h llenue the surface of 

activate a skepticism that will ca b 
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events to r eveal its deeper . 

meaning. It is impossible fo r 
' example, t o appre c iate the scene in 

whi ch the Pequod meets 
t he Je r oboam as strictly humor 

ous after having digested so 
man y doses of medicine for false faith . 

Apparently , when the Pequod met the 
Town Ho earlier , 

Ishmael heard of a strange and · amusing incident familiar 

to Nantucket whalers, about a lunatic who developed 

messianic delusions and paralyzed a whaling ship with fear 

and superstition until he was finally cast off. The irony 

needs no elaboration . However, when in the chapter entitled 

"The Jeroboam Story" the Pequod meets the Jeroboam , Ishmael 

sees the fanatic personally . The wild man has named himself 

Gabriel , declared himself an emmissary of God, and seized 

the Jeroboam by pretending "with that cunning peculiar to 

craziness " (p. 256) to be merely mortal. At sea , he 

commanded the captain to jump overboard , "published fa_/ 
manifesto , whereby he set himself forth as the deliverer of 

the isles of the sea and vicar-general of Oceania" (p. 257 ) , 

and won the ent i re crew of the ship lpossibl y excepting the 

captaiQ/ as his disciples. The men aboard the Pequod ar e 

amused and amazed by the meeting. Gabriel greets them 

personally from a rocking whaleboat in mid-sea , his red 

But Ahab has his 
hair flaming , e yes and fre ckles aglow . 

He asks Gabriel if he has seen the 
own mis s io n to fulfill. 

h . k Think of thy t he warning ' "T in , 
white whale, an d r ece i ve s 

whale- boat stoven and sun k! 
t he horribl e tail " Bewar e 



(p . 257) as a r eply. Ahab r . 
e coils from the archange l , 

offended by hi s r e luct ance t o 
cooperate , and the Peguod ' s 

cr ew treat s t he incident like 
an eerie , but largely 

comi cal , episode. But G b · 1 
a rie has spoken sound lunacy. 
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The inc ident is appropriate punctuation for the end of the 

l ong debate between the defenders and detractors of 

whaling. It transcends the issue of Man's primal nature 

and embraces the question of his sanity. Although Gabriel 

exaggerates to an amusing degree an intrinsic human tendency 

to delusion and egocentricity, men of extraordinary vision 

characteristically demonstrate a similar tendency. And 

though Gabriel is a lunatic by popular concensus , his 

warning does demonstrate a gift of prophecy. This comical 

episode makes it clear that it is not enough to ask simply 

whether Man is good or evil, right or wrong: the essential 

paradox of human motivation hinges on the question of 

whether or not Man is by nature sane . 

The chapter entitled •~ The Monkey Rope '' frames that 

And aabain Ishmael ' s ironic question with a vi vid example. 

hl·m to the pro f undit y of his own perspective blinds 

r ef lections. This incident , too , he treats comically. In 

t he flesh on the dead order t o insert a blubber hook into 

usuall y a harpooner , 
wh ale ' s back , a member of th e crew, 

the ha lf-submer ged bac k of 
mus t be lowe red by rope onto 

bu t fo r t he s harks 
the wha le. Thi s wo uld pose no probl em 

and Char gi ng with apoi no-
that also attend t he car cass , sn - 0 



bli nd fe r oc it y fo r an indi . . 
scr1m1nate chunk f o blubber. 
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har pooner i s l owe r e d in to th · f 
The 

is oray by . a single crew memb er 
t o whom he is inext ri cabl y attached by 

ropes and blind faith. 
It is the job of the man at the decks1·de 

end of the monkey-
r ope to hoist and pull the harpooner out of the mouth of 

danger , or back from the jaws of death. 
And it is the job 

of the man on the back of the h 1 
w a e to go about his business 

qui ckly , in order to avoid the sacrifice of too much blubber 

to the sharks; efficiently, despite being jerked about like 

a puppet; and stoically, without gratuitous comment.con

cerning his proximity to an unpleasant demise. In the 

incident described , Queequeg and Ishmael share opposite ends 

of the monkey-rope. Ishmael finds the experience instruc

tive. He generalizes perceptively about two of the book ' s 

most persistent themes (individualit y and death) , correctly 

perceiving that unrestricted free will , like the freedom Ahab 

craves, is as impossible in life as it is for men on the 

monkey-rope. He questions the divine arrangement of 

Providence, summarizing with detached irony the source of 

b D. k But what is in t ol erabl e t he central conflict in~ i c · 

Wl.th a kind of comic finality , t o to Ahab is merely true , 

Ishmae l. "He acknowledges that "an even-handed equity ne ve r 

an inJ· ust i ce" ( P. 260 )' and could have sanctioned so gross 

recogn i zes his condi t ion as s ymboli c of i•t he precise 

t 1 that breathes " (p . 262 )
s i t uati on of every mo r a 

To 



Ishmael , howeve r , t he thought that " if 
your apothecary 

. poison, you die . 
' if your banker 
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sends you . 

breaks , yo u snap" (p. 26 3 ) . 
is cause for humility , impotent 

wonder , and amusement . Unable 
to breech his will for an 

all-out assault on providence 
' Ishmael concludes with 

profound humor that "That unsounded ocean you 
gasp in is 

Life ; those sharks, your foes; those spades 
, your friends; 

and that between sharks and spades you are i·n a sad pickle 

and peril, poor lad" (p. 270) • These amusing life-or-death 

reflections superimpose a larger paradox on those questions 

of the character of human nature or the sanity of human 

impulses. The issue here, as it is evoked perpetually by 

Ahab , is whether or not Providence itself is good or evil, 

sane or insane. 

The final issue in questions that probe into the 

nature of Man and the character of God is again that of 

verifiability. At what point does a conviction pass from 

credibility into craziness? When is a truth more than a 

prejudice? And, finally, how is it possible to know any

thing at all about an experience as brief and complex as 

mortality? The cetology chapters in Moby Dick seem to 

Of thl· s sort have reached an intense occur when questions 

1 Thel· r function as understated ackn ow-
evel of insistence. 

f Ve r ifiabilit y has already been 
ledgments of t he problem o 

. I h el's campaign to eliminate 
discussed in connection wit h s ma 

about wha les , wha l emen , an d 
Popular misunderstand ings 



whaling . By t he end of "The 
Monkey Rope " chapter, how-

eve r , Ishmael ' s l oxidromical 
dialogue has navigated him 
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i nto an unavoidable collision with the most complicated 
issues of life and human nature. 

Appropriately, by the 
chapter entitled "The Prairie " h 

' e manages to lessen the 
impact by conducting another 

exercise in pseudo-cetology 

that challenges the validity of any conclusions that might 

appear to follow from the preceding examples. And charac-

teristically, he treats the inevitability of epistemo

logical agnosticism as cause for amusement rather than 

complaint. Ishmael consistently avoids value-abstractions 

by relying on his humor and good pragmatic sense. In "The 

Prairie," he applies the ancient Greek aesthetic of 

symmetry and the suspicious modern science of physiognomy, 

or face-reading, to the frontal part of a whale's head. 

This eclectic analysis reveals that the whale is a genius. 

Ishmael is slightly bothered by the finding , since to his 

knowledge, no "Whale Lha~_7 ever written a book for_/ spoken 

a speech" (p. 271): two certain indications of high intellect. 

But all his misgivings are resolved by his observation that 

"his Lthe whale , ~7 great genius is declared in his doing 

to Prove it" (p. 273). Having offered 
nothing particular 

the l·nadequacy of the many instru
this comical example of 

d to a more realistic 
men t s of human inquiry, Ishmael procee s 

-1 · t to be certain about 
appr a isal o f Mankind ' s fateful inabi 1 Y 



anything of impor tance . , 
'Physiognomy " he d . 

' a m1ts, " like 
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every othe r human science , is but 
a Passing fable " (p. 300). 

Ques tio ns o f the value and nature 
of life, of Providence's 

good or bad intentions, of th 
e proper response of Man to a 

paradoxi cal condition , are 1 no ess profound for their lack 
of a definitive final resolution · d 

, an Ishmael ' s humorous 
justification for an unwillingness to 

commit himself to 

anything larger than a whaleboat or more important than a 

friend is itself profound. But it is Ahab's vindictive 

certainty that is the most troubling response. He is too 

sure of the finality of his dark vision to look at it with 

humor, and he is compelling because the same consciousness 

of mortal limitation that keeps Ishmael laughing at the 

foolishness of men , keeps men from preemptorily declaring 

Ahab wrong. Physiognomy is a paradigm for human blindness. 

Ishmael is amusing because he acknowledges both physiognomy 

and blindness but believes fully in neither . Ahab rises 

above comic irony by refusing to acknowledge anything except 

his own private vision , and by embracing i t without question. 

Whales and Whalers 

ent 1. t led "The Peguod Meets the Virgin '" In the chapter 

events carry philosophical overtones . 
a seri es of humorous 

f (Virgin ) is friendl y . 
The fi r st overture o f the Jung rau 

d indi cat ing that their 
Her mates hail t he Peguod deckh an s , 

Shipmaster would l ike to come aboard · 
Ishmael then menti ons 



t ha t though t he Germans we 
re once masters f o the art of 

whal i ng , the y are now the le . 
ast-1mportant whalers in the 
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world . When Derick , master of the 
Jungfrau, comes aboard 

the Peguod , that judgment see 
ms an understatement. Not 

only has his ship failed to capture any 
whales, but the 

purpose of his visit is to borrow whale 
oil for the 

Jungfrau's lanterns. The vessel has no whales, no oil , and 

no reservations about announcing the h • um1liating facts to 

the entire sea-going population of the world. The Germans 

have not only lost their skill, they have sacrificed their 

pride. The Pequod's mates remain politely composed in this 

awkward, and humorous, situation, giving Derick the lamp 

oil he needs and wishing him more than his share of good 

fortune. Then a large group of whales appears. It is 

followed by a sick old bull whale with a missing fin, a 

wheezing spout, and a noxious intestinal disorder. The poor 

old whale is pathetic. Obviously near death, he can barely 

keep pace with the eight other whales who seem to be making 

an effort to include him in their slow parade. Without 

bothering to acknowledge that this whale's condition 

h th t of Captain Ahab , that suggests obvious parallels wit a 

his frail determination and hopeless st ruggle wi th the 

inevitable accord well with the plight of Ishmael , Ahab , 

l·t is enough to point out that 
and the crew of the Peguod , 

Unphilosophically and with an 
this o ld bull , perceived 

offers a comic spectacle. 
i nnoce nt lac k of sympathy , 
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Not i c in g t hat t he wha le ' s 1 . 

a imentary terminus i·s the sour ce 
of mo r e distur bance than i s the 

weak flappin g of his 
arthrit i c t ail , St ubb calls for 

the peregoric . ''Think of 
havi ng half an acre of stomach ache!" he d a ds ( p . 300). 
"Adverse winds are holding mad 

Christmas in him, boys. It ' s 
t he fi rst f oul wind I ever k 

new to blow from astern" (p. 300). 

The ol d whale is the object of a festi· val of word play . But 

the most amusing element in the encounter 1· s the reaction 

of the German shipmaster. He forgets about his lamp oil 

and directs his whaleboats to pursue the helpless old bull. 

And patient Starbuck , who is outraged by Derick's lack of 

gratitude, directs his whaleboats to chase the worthless 

bull to spite him. Both whalers stir themselves into a 

riotously rabid competition for the wasted whale. This is 

human nature , and not whaling , on display. And if that 

nature is not consciously evil, it is at least capricious 

and petty. But the whaler ' s relationship to the life and 

death of the whale is roughly analagous to the relationship 

between Providence and Man . And Providence is itself at 

times seeming l y capricious and pett y. There is real comedy 

Scene is more than simply amusing. 
i n this commotion , but the 

d s The German 
The two-party chase is slapstick manes . 

f . t trigger i ng St ubb , Fl as k , 
get s his whal e bo a t away irs , 

f renzy 
o f threat enin g gestures and 

and Sta rb uc k into a 
t he ir crews in to 

heavenl y euphemisms calculated to ha r as s 
·o us of the i mmine nce of cons c1 

making up the lost distance. 
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dange r , but unabl e to stutter or 

squawk in fear , the old 
whale engage s his single fl· 

lpper in a desperate flurry, 
''sending his spout before h 

im in a cont1·nual tormented 
jet " ( p . 311 ), and arcing 

unavoidably into a wide circular 
path of escape. Flask dances on the 

planks of his whale 
boat , promising his crew "slap-J·acks and 

quahogs for 

. baked clams and muffins . three thousand 
supper . 

dollars . . a whole bank! The Bank of England' ' (p. 314) 

as remuneration in the event of their success. Stubb 

irnpat ient ly inquires of his crew, "Why don, t some of ye 

barst a blood-vessel? Who's that been dropping an anchor 

overboard?" (p. 315) and proffers brandy by the hogshead 

as an incentive to rupture or a cerebral hemorrhage. The 

Pequod's boats pull abreast of Derick ' s crew, but Derick's 

harpooner is in better position for the toss. Just as he 

stands to aim, a large sea crab latches onto one of his 

whaleboat ' s oars , sending the little craft into a sharp 

turn that nearly capsizes it. His crew becomes disquieted 

and his vessel is forced into the path of the adversary ' s 

whaleboats , which are quickly approaching the confusion. 

Stubb's harpooners are poised and seemingly indifferent to 

t h m from a clear shot at the human barrier separating e 

their tired old target. 
Derick senses his disadvantage and 

to hurl , despite the awkward posi
commands his harpooner 

No t to be outdone, all three of 
t i on of his whaleboat. 

Tashtego , Daggoo-
the Pequo d ' s ha rpooners--Queequeg , 



92 instinctivel y spri ng to thei· r 
feet in a ct · iagonal row and 

toss their spears over th h 
e eacts of th e Germans, landing 

t hr ee s uccessfu l blows. 
The old whale is still impressive ly 

powerful , despite his age and 
disability. He pulls the 

three whaleboats forward with such 
force that they knock 

Derick's whaleboat aside, spilling hi·s 
screaming crew and 

baffled harpooner overboard like loose change. 
Glancing 

by , Stubb consoles th e foundering whalers with an assurance 

that their plight will not be long ignored: "Don ' t be 

afraid, my butter boxes, " he shouts , "ye ' ll be picked up 

presently--all right--I saw some sharks astern '! (p. p. 320). 

Then he resumes that unique combination of a soliloquy and 

a declamation that serves as his whip on the back and 

carrot under the nose of his crew. And delighted at the 

experience of being violently impelled by the supernatural 

power of a threatened whale, Stubb exclaims , "Hurrah! this 

is the way a fellow feels when he ' s going to Davy Jones--all 

a rush down an endless inclined plane" (p. 321) , ironicall y 

presaging with his delirious observation the terminal 

catastrophe of Moby Dick. 

As the incident grinds to a disorganized culmination, 

pathos displaces humor. 
The old whale is not only crippled 

and dyspepti c, he is also bli nd · 
He couldn ' t possibly have 

escaped. 
his sensitivit y to the injustice 

Ishmael, alone in 

of this sporting adve nture , 
1 "For all comments bitter Y, 

blind eyes , he must die 
h . arm and his 1s old age, his one , 

V 



the death and be murdered 
, in order to light th 

bridals and ot her merry k' e gay 
-ma ings of men , and also to 

illuminate the solemn ch h 
urc es th t 

a Preach unconditional 
in offensiveness t o a 11 " ( P . 3 3 7 ) . 

But the rest of the 
crew treat the incident like just 

another conquest , 
possibl y more satisfying than most 

for having included 
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in it the humiliation of a rival. 
No one but Ishmael , and 

possibly Starbuck, who hesitates 
to deliver the death blow 

to the whale, recognize that the 1 rea villains of this 

competition are the men who have thoughtlessly surrendered 

their noblest elements of pity and self-restraint for the 

sake of a moment ' s pride at the expense of a helpless 

creature. At this point, the incident becomes ironic. The 

crippled whale's resemblance to Captain Ahab, also doomed 

and also vigorous in his opposition to fate , is obvious. 

Less apparent is the cumulative irony of the event. Previous 

chapters have left some doubt about whether a sensitive 

reader's sympathy should be with the men or the whales. This 

incident cleverly perpetuates that doubt. Here , the whale 

is weak and helpless , victimized by human predators indiffer

ent to his suffering and amorally bent upon ending it in 

the book t here is an incident in which 
death. But later in 

h of the animal 
men are weak and helpless , and at t e mercy 

. gly vindictive whale. conscience of a seem1n 
Indeed , there 

tha t refutes Ahab ' s claim that he 
is nothing in the book 

l
· nJ·ustice by a whale that 

has been administe red an 



demonstrates a capri c i o 
usness in malice 
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at least equal t 
t he tho ughtless cruelty of the 

0 

Peguod ' s whalemen . The 
s ce ne with the old whale • 

is an ironic mirror . -image of the 
f at al encounter with Moby 0 . 

ick . The chaos and comedy of 

this chase are echoed by the formality and 
foreboding of 

the latter . The efforts f 
o the whalemen in their pursuit 

of this feeble victim are ir · 
onically underscored by their 

timidity in the face of a more capable adversary. And 

the apodictic end of the blind and finless whale parallels 

the certain death of Ahab, and the · inevitable destruction 

of his crew . 

The moral ambivalence of the episode is magnified by 

the following chapter . After watching an exercise in 

slapstick nonsense ripen into pathos, it is difficult to 

understand Ishmael's motive for returning to his defense 

of whalemen, unless it is a protective reaction to cushion 

himself from the truth. But in the chapter incongruously 

entitled "The Honor and Glory of Whaling, " he is flying 

the whaling banner higher and more proudly than ever. 

1 tt ' buted to whalemen those Dissatisfied with having mere Ya ri 

elements of strength, character, and courage worthy of the 

h and the heroic greatest of men, he now scavanges eaven 

legends in search of further praise. 
The effect is comic 

in ove rstatement and heal thY in irony. 
Perseus , we learn , 

37 ) The legendary 
was " t he prince o f whalemen " (p. 3 · 

d" in order t o r escue Andromeda 
le vi athan t hat he '' harpoone 



95 was , I shmael assures us 
' none other than a whale of 

i ndete r mi nate variet y · P · resumably on . 
e with two flippers 

and a like number of functioning eyes. 
With suspicious 

earnestness , he adds that this 
primordial whale, killed 

by the son of Jupiter, was not 
attacked maliciously: 

"Those were the knightly days of our profession , when we 

only bore arms to succor the distressed and not to fill 

men's lamp feeders" (p. 337). 'T'h - e references to chivalry 

and lamp feeders connect fantasy to the previous episode, 

suggesting that whaling has long since passed out of its 

chivalrous youth and into a lesser age of greed and exploi

tation. Ezekiel, too, figures into the distinguished 

lineage of whalemen. When he descriptively confers upon 

his vis ion a 1 ikeness to " a dragon of the sea, " Ishmael 

confidently presumes that the prophet spoke poetically, 

"plainly meaning a whale" (p. 340). The dragon that St. 

George slew was also a whale, since, according to Ishmael, 

" it would much subtract from his glory ... had he but 

encoun t erect a crawling reptile of the land '' ( P • 341) · 

Naturally, Jonah and Hercules are included in the august 

peerage. And finally, the greatest of whalemen is revealed 

to be none other than the protean Hindu deity , Visnu, who, 

l
·ncarnations, recovered the lost 

in one of his earthly 

Of the sea by assuming the body of a 
Vedas fr om the bottom 

1 whimsical , but its 
wha le. The chapter is delightful Y 

. dament that events re f use 
Placement compli cat es the moral JU 0 

overreacted in his defense , 
to le t one s uspend. Ishmael has 
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ind i f fe re nce t o unn ecessary 
evidence of human 1 se fishness , 

suffering and cruelty , with 
comica l fantasies about id 1 . 

ea ized men who know only noble 
moti ves, do heroic deeds and 

' speak directly to Providence. 
These light reassurances are like a 

narcotic : when their 
false vision fades, the truth that invited 

1
. t 

reappears . 
The integrity of whalemen suff f 

ers urther compromise 

when , in the chapter entitled '' The Fountain, " Ishmael 

attempts to solve the paradox of the sperm whale's spout. 

The method of his inquiry is pseudo-scientific and amusing ; 

but this is not just another of Ishmael's parodies of 

scientific hubris and human limitation . Though "The 

Fountain " acts as a kind of comic interlude between serious 

chapters on "pitchpoling" and the awesome character of the 

whale's tail, Ishmael appears satisfied with the metaphor 

at which he arrives. He mentions that despite the impor

tance of the spout as a guide to the whale ' s location , few 

authorities claim to fully understand it. Some believe it 

1 . · d Some believe it an essential to be vaporous, some 1qu1 . 

element in the whale ' s breathing process , some a luxury 

Ishmael that allows for communication through "soundings . " 

·confus1·on and admits his lack of expertise acknowledges his 

Then he confidently proceeds to expl a in 
on t he subject. 

away the mystery. 

and ver y funn y. 

His method is fancifull y hypothetical , 

t he fundamental convi ct i on 
Working from 

P
onde r ous , profound beings 

that '' f r om t he beads o f al 1 

·1 Jupiter , Dante , and s o 
h Pyrrho' the De v i , sue as Plat o, 

on , 
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a certain semi-v1·s1·b1e 
steam" ( p . 3 4 9 ) , 

he concludes t hat the whale ' s spout is 
nothing less than a 

visual s ymbo l of the genius of the 
species, And t o sanctify 

hi s conc lusion , Ishmael resorts to 
confirmation by personal 

experience. He mentions that once , while he was in his 

at ti c thinking about eternity h" h • 
' is air began to get moist. 

Looking at himself in the mirror , he saw "a curious and 

in volved worming and undulating in the atmosphere " over 

his head (p . 3SO). From this combination of guesswork and 

inspired lunacy, Ishmael concludes that the sperm whale ' s 

self-ev ident profundity and inspiration make it among the 

noblest creatures on earth. His analysis stops at this 

charming conclusion. He does not go on to question the 

decorum of reducing these noble creatures to lamp oil. He 

ignores the fact that aboard his whaling vessel there is 

not a single Pyrrho or Dante capable of raising a meditative 

spout equal to that of the sickest finless whale. And he 

ignores the fact that by this definition, the single 

"profoundest " whaleman aboard the Peguod is also the great-

est enemy of inspiration and profundity . 

lightness is inappropriate to his subject. 

Again , Ishmael ' s 

Precisely like 

the common men that he parodies and pities , Ishmael , with 

. . . d immedi ate persona l 
his broad philosophical v1s1on an 

. . to re a l kn owledge and insight , 
expe r i en ce , instead of rising 

gr ounded in fantas y and a 
ends by re s ti ng on convi ct ions 

wisdom mi ndless of the f act s. 



That t he secret sub · 
Ject of Mb 

. ~~is actually 
Man ' s ove re stimation of h' 1mself is 1 c ear in the chapter 
en tit led "The Grand Armada. " 

In this chapter, Ishmael 
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takes the occasion of a whale 
chase to establish a few more 

parallels between the behavior 
of whales and that of men. 

His intention is transparently didacti·c·. he 
doesn't mean 

that we should interpret these similari·ti·es 
literally. But 

his insight here is greater than he realizes. The whale-

behavior that he describes is too complex and evocative to 

be comprehended by means of anything less than a literal 

comparison with a human counterpart. According to 

Ishmael, since whales at sea often follow predictable 

migratory routes at certain seasons , they sometimes find 

themselves travelling in large groups, or herds, loosely 

organized by the purpose they share. Like students in a 

classroom or listeners at a debate , their common object of 

attention implies a collective purpose and a social order. 

But unlike men, who organize only at the threat of violence 

or personal loss, and then only at the insistence of 

other more persuasive men, whales appear attuned to some 

ubiquitous disembodied voice of order and harmony. No bull 

whale forces them to join the armada, no sergeant-at-arms 

1 They follow without 
punishes violators of protoco · 

Ishmael is curious 
complaint a silent voice of reason. 

d · t he disrupti ve 
but more intereste in 

about this phenomenon 
whaleboats have on this tidy 

effect s th a t approaching 
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en the whales are 

forced by threat 
of death to release t he ir co b' 

mined focus on th1· s mysterious 
beacon or order , and to swi·t h . c then attentions to the 
preservation of their individu 1 1 . 

a ives, the combination of 
disorien tation and fear leaves them in 

a condition Ishmael 
called II gal 1 ied. 11 

They swim around i·n violent confusion 
' 

bumping each other and sp t · ou Ing irregularly , finally 

lapsing into a kind of catatonic stupor. Amazed by this 

tendency to const ernation in supposedly intelligent creatures , 

Ishmael looks to human behavior for a parallel. "Witness, 11 

he insists, "human beings, how when herded together in the 

sheepfold of a theatre pit , they will, at the slightest 

hint of fire, rush helter-skelter for the outlets, crowding , 

trampling, jamming and remorselessly dashing each other to 

death " (p. 351). Then he dismisses with joking irony the 

whale's odd response, sarcastically urging that we "withhold 

any amazement at the strangely gallied whale before us , for 

there is no folly of the beast of the earth which is not 

infinitely outdone by the madness of men " (p · 351) · But 

Whale ' s proper fear and confusion is more amazing than the 

the strange source of his normal serenity . 
And if men are 

t entertainment of the 
homicidally distracted from the pleasan 

th whale ' s reaction to 
theatre by the fear of fire, imagine e 

of necessit y 
h from the providential beacon 
aving been to rn 

b Possibly , human 
by the threat of a harpooner's bar · 

f t he whale ' s mystery . 
behav i or is an inadequate meaSUre 

0 
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Appr opr ia t e l y, Ishmael's 

next target for satire is 
the institution o f human law . 

Following so closely behind 
the chapt e r on the polite society of wh 1 

a es, it is diffi-
cult to believe that a d ' d . 

1 . act1c contrast is not being 

implied, though Ishmael seems to have 
hit upon the subject 

at random , as an easy mark loosely 
related to his study of 

the heads and tails of whales. 
In the chapter entitled 

"Heads or Tails'" he ponders the question of rightful owner

ship , using the law of whaling as a metaphor for law 

itself. Since humans do not enjoy a direct link with the 

will of the world, law must be their lord and judge. When 

men disagree, it is the law that must intrude , impose 

negotiation and compromise on ravenous appetites, and 

impress an image of impersonal justice upon events. Since 

the law is considered by common concensus a noble and 

necessary fact of life, Ishmael is bothered by its occa

sional injudiciousness. A whale caught and carried to port 

by an English crew, for example, belongs, accordin~ to law, 

to the Lord Warden of the Empire , the Duke of Wellington. 

To illustrate a completely legal injustice, Ishmael con-

t . between an old mariner structs an imaginary conversa ion 

Aft er explaining in detail to 
and an agent of the duke. 

the dl.fficulties of his maritime way 
the duke's official 

l·s frustrated to learn that almost 
of life the old sailor , 

all the profit from his 
risk will go to an invisible man 

ab sent from the voyage. 
of title who wa s safely 

The 
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the vague duke ,' s 
a legal one,' " It · ownership is 

lS his ," he 
calmly expla1·ns. 

searches the law books for a 
Ishmael 

reason support1·ng 
emptory point of law . In Plowden he 

this pre-

finds something close 
to an explanation. Ishmael comments . 

ironically, "Says 
Plowdon 1 'the whale 

so caught belongs to the k ' 1ng and queen 
because of its superior excell ence , ' And by the soundest 
commentators this has ever been held 

a cogent argument in 
such mat t er s '' ( p . 3 5 5 ) . R 

esearching further , he discovers 

that at one time 1 according to w·11· 1 iam Prynne , the queen 

demanded ownership of the tail of the whale because ladies 

of her court used the black limber bone of the Greenland 

whale to make stays for the royal bodice, But , Ishmael 

not es, " this same bone is not in the tail; it is in the 

head" (p. 360). Finally unable to discern the primal atom 

of logic responsible for this monstrous legal tangle , 

Ishmael abandons the search in comic desperation , satisfy

ing himself with an allegorical explanation of the nonsense. 

Perhaps the king's desire for the "highly dense and elastic 

head peculiar to that fish may possibl y be grounded upon 

some presumed congeniality" he suggests (p. 360) . With 

this Ishmael reassures himself that "there 
explanation, 

If seems a r e ason in al 1 things , even in law'' ( P · 365 ) · 

t his parody is not intended to contrast the benign law-

. ty with the co nfused litigeous
lessness of the wha le ' s socie 

l
'ts function nevertheless. 

ness of Man's, that is 
The 



primordial absurdit y that I 
shmael is look1' ng f or is not 
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to be fo und written in an . c1ent books f 0 law ; it is writ ten 
on the l i ving hearts of m en. 

One of the funniest scenes in 
Moby Dick owes its 

comic success to the u d n ertone of vena11· ty that Ishmael 
properly recognizes as a significant impulse in human 

affairs. Ishmael knows that without greed , the law of 

11 1oose and fast fish " would b e unnecessary. But he also 

knows that human cunning is more flexible than a moral 

convenience. The real law of the sea, therefore, is catch

as-catch-can. Indeed , there is something in most men that 

makes them admire creative guile and celebrate -_ the _man 

who successfully challenges an impersonal maxim. Clearly 

not immune to this admiration for inspired scurrility, 

Ishmael tells the story of the Rosebud as if it were a 

personal victory , or an unparalleled prank. In the chapter 

entitled "The Peguod Meets the Rosebud, " he recalls the 

meeting of the two ships at sea. The chapter begins lightly . 

The Rosebud is a French ship with a Guernsey captain who 

demonstrates an incapacity for whaling unmatched even by 

Derick of the Jungfrau. 
Instead of whaling conventionally , 

the Rosebud has been prowling whale herds , waiting to take 

to t he surface after dying naturally. 
whales that have floated 

resulted in an unf ortunate 
This co ncession to danger has 

Of dead , dyspept ic whales has 
The odor situation , however. 

nt insult to its name. 
left the French whaler wi th a permane 



Afte r is s u i ng seve ral Predictable 
epigrams , 

men t i ons t ha t one of the dead whales seems 
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Ishmael 

under conditions that 

ambergris , 

to have died 

would make it a likely source of 

a valuable oil found . 
in certain decaying whale 

carcasses. Stubb also senses ambergr1·s 
and concocts a 

plan to pursuade the Frenchmen to part with their noxious 

but valuable cargo. He con · 
spires with the French first 

mate , who becomes convinced that he w1· 11 b e saving his 

fellow-crewmen's senses and embarrassing his stupid captain 

by agreeing to loose the whale. The two men arrange to 

convince the Guernsey captain that the whale is carrying a 

pestilence that will endanger his crew. They arrange an 

impressively sober dialogue of nonsense in English , mean

ingless to the French-speaking captain , and translate it in 

his presence to mean that he and his ship are in great 

danger and can be spared only by the kind intervention of 

t he Pequod and her crew of humanitarians. Stubb ' s appraisal 

as " no more f1· t to command a whale ship than of the captain 

In fact he's a babboon " (p. 366) a St. Jago monkey . 

t "b l asted" whale like this t ranslates into a warning tha a 

Caused death in six men yest erday. one alongside his shi,p 

have slept with the For the t ranslation of his claim t o 

. teful thanks and t he off e r 
Stubb r eceives gra cap t ain's wif e , 

of a glass of wine. 
t · 1 s great reli e f , To the Guerns ey cap a1n 

to tow t he si ck and s t i nk 
Stubb and h is cr ew happi l y agree 

h · own That 1 toward t e1r . 
ing carcass away f r om his vesse ' 
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only a so 

urce of amusement ct 
f , an not caus e or reflection as 

well , says much about the sub-
vers ive effects of greed 

upon innocent · d min s, supposedly 
hardened by learning and Philosophy, 

against the weaknesses 
of common men. Ishmael is too human 

to fully appreciate 
human limitation; he too-quickly b 

a andons philosophy to 
celebrate the craft of guile. 

The chapter entitled "The Cassock" offers another 

unapologetically comic scene that reveals something more 

of human nature than is at first apparent. Following 

chapters that describe what becomes of a taken whale once 

it has been st ripped of meat and hauled aboard, "The Cossock" 

at first seems just another apostrophe in an increasingly 

tedious oration concerning the thrift and industry of whale

men. Ishmael is proud that his fellow whalers find some 

practical use for almost every part of the whale : ~il is 

processed from the head and hide; some bones are ground 

into additives for medicine; soup and steaks can be made 

from the fins. The sincerity of Ishmael's pride and the 

th us into a bored complacency duration of his panygyric soo e 

. at his actual intention. that magnifies our surprise 
All 

have been calculated to disguise 
of his sincerity and excess 

an outrageous pun. 

its practical use , 

Part of the dead whale has Though every 

Part that serves a merely 
there is one 

ornamental function. 
h ·s description of the 

Ishmael saves 1 

use and nat ure of this part for laS t · 
It finally becomes 



cl ear t hat the unmentioned 
part is part of the 
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whale ' s 
unmentionables , and there is 

a quasi-religious ceremony 
that accompanies its removal 

from the carcass. In "The 
cassock ," Ishmael describes th 

e ceremony. A sailor called 
the "mincer " carries the monstrous 

member to the forecastle 
deck, where it is circumcised in a 

sanctimonious parody of 
the familiar lesser ritual and hung 

on the rigging to dry. 

foreskin has cured suffic1·entl When the 
Y, the mincer cuts 

holes in it for his arms and head and slips lengthwise into 

it. Then he stands before the crew '' invested in the full 

cannonical s of his cal 1 ing" ( p. 371), and symbolically fit 

for employment "in the peculiar function of his office " 

(p. 375). Ishmael winkingly calls the mincer ' s office 

"an arch-bishoprick, " and compares him to the Pope. The 

parody of all religion and sanctimony implied by this 

burlesque is obvious. But what is revealing about this scene 

is the whaler's choice of a tremendous organ of desire as 

the comic investment for their high priest. A look at the 

whaler's record of willfulness belies the humor of the 

symbol. , "arch-b1· shoprick : is a gloriously The mincers 

h ml.ndless appetite of Man. accurate image oft e 

Some Good ~~e n 

as anecdote is temporarily 
Covert condemnation posing 

f meeting between the 
Ishmael ' s description o a Preempted by 

Captain Boomer of that ship 
Pequod and the Samuel Enderby. 



is a hilariously philosophical h 106 
c aracter whose good humor 

and rare ab ility to co d 
nee e gracefully 

to the inevitabil-
ities of his profession almost 

reinvigorate one's waning 
The Pequod' faith in humankind. 

----.:...~ s confrontation with the 
Samuel Enderby is a seminal event. 

From that ship , Ahab 
receives the information ""h t· d 

~ a - sens the Pequod to the 

bott om o f the sea , and from Captai·n 
Boomer he ·hears a last 

echo of sound common sense. r h n t e chapter entitled "Leg 

and Arm, " Ishmael recalls the meet 1· ng. Sighted from a 

distance, the Samuel Enderby signals th p _ e eguod , and her 

captain makes overtures that suggest that he is anxious to 

relate some vital information. Cat · B t p a1n oomer , oo, has 

lost a limb to the white whale, and he has knowledge of the 

monster's whereabouts. But once Ahab boards the Samuel 

Enderby , it becomes clear that Captain Boomer is anxious to 

exchange tall tales and enjoy the company of a stranger , but 

is not disposed to share Ahab's zeal for revenge. Boomer 

remains stubbornly gregarious despite Ahab's entreaties. He 

graciously offers Ahab a drink , perhaps to wash the f6am 

advant age of his impat ient visitor's from his lips, and takes 

the tale of his unfortunate companionship to lazily tell 

. his private physician to add 
adventure , casually inviting 

touch of humor to his 
any details that might lend an extra 

epic of amputation. Boomer palavers while Ahab fumes. 

th e pain he surely suffered or 
Ins tead of exaggerating 

f of death , Boome r 
aspect of the ace 

minutely describ in g the 



iaughs about how he took 
advantage of 

his condition by 
increasing his ration of h 

ot toddies. 

teetotaling doctor with the 
accusation that he is a 

And he goads his 
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surreptiti ous drunk· ti I I d r th 
. a er be killed by you than kept 

alive by an y other man ti he re 
' assures his medical friend 

(p . 136). When Ahab finally 
coaxes Boomer toward the sub-

ject of Moby Dick, the hap·py t 
cap ain explains that he has 

no intention of arranging another meeti· ng 
between himself 

and the white whale. His 1 · · ogic 1s simple and sane: "Didn't 

want to try to; ain't one limb enough? What should I do 

without this other arm? And I'm thinking Moby Dick doesn't 

bite so much as swallow" (p. 380). Having suffered the 

pleasant company of a decent humble man , Ahab returns to 

the Pequod armed with the knowledge that will lead to his 

destruction (Boomer has given him the location of the 

whale.), deceived into false confidence by his success , and 

determined to remain deaf to Captain Boomer ' s entreaties 

for common sense. Ahab ' s abrupt departure leaves Boomer 

d b · t However, a few hot toddies and a outing Ahab ' s san1 y. 

h b ' maniacal fixation in the good laugh help Boomer put A a s 

proper perspective. 
h ' audience the nature 

As if to further impress upon is 

1 Enderby, Ishmael 
of t he alternative posed by the Samue 

continues to provide information abou 
t that ship as he 

h range of sight. He 
Pacl. f1·call y out oft e watches it sai 1 

. 1 d ''The Decanter ' " that the 
mentions, in the chapter en t 1 t e 



108 whaling house of Samuel Ed 
n erby and Son . 

sis one of the 
oldest and most r espe cted f . . 

o mar1t1~e dynasties. He 
compares it in nobility to the royal h ouses of Tudor and 
Bourbon , and suggests that the 

ships of that company are 
associated with men of a character that 

is not at all 
exceptional on the sea. He insists that 

humor and hospital-
it y are typical of whalemen who fly the 

Enderby banner. 

And with this observation, he underscores the dismal mood of 

his own ship. To further illustrate the contrast, he 

recalls a later personal experience that he enjoyed aboard 

that same ship, long after old Ahab touched her planks with 

his ivory heel. By this time, Ishmael had read about the 

House of Enderby and Sons, and had learned enough to be 

impressed with its credentials. That the firm traced its 

foundation to an unrecorded year prior to 1775, that it 

claimed large fleets in the north and south Atlantic, and 

that it was the first whaling company to open the seas off 

Japan to whalers , are credits that win Ishmael ' s respect. 

But more impressi ve to him is the formidable reputation of 

Samuel Enderby and Sons for hearty Anglo-Saxon hospitality. 

Of t hat good cheer establishes, with 
His personal experience 

humor , the cold sterility of Ahab's life of purpose and 

denial. When Ishmael boarded the Samuel Enderby , somewhere 

t he was treated to alcohol and 
off t he Patagonian coas , 

in the preparation of the 
good company , and shared gladly 

The description of drunken 
ship fo r an upcoming squall. 



sailors happily reefing t 109 
opsails in 

tt d a gale, like a family 
of beso e monkeys, is h 

ilarious. When 
finished , the hands found th 

the job was 

emselves "so b so er that we had 
to pass the flip again" (p. 380 )_ 

Afterwards r , shmael is 
treated to beef and dumplin 

gs, bread and brotherhood. His 
appreciative recollection of this brief . t 

in erlude with 
hospitable men emphasizes · h 

wit understatement the contrast 
between this and his less-fortunate 

experience about the 
Peguod. The whalers of the Enderby - "passed round the beef 
and the can, and the joke ; and were not soon weary of 

eating , drinking and laughing" ( 382) p. . More vividly than 

an y description of inhumanity or horror , this humorous 

scene contrasts with the mood of impotent fatality aboard 

the Pequod. 

Since Ishmael allows no important conclusion to stand 

independent of thorough scholarly confirmation, his resort 

to scholarship in defense of the claim that true brotherhood 

and kindness reside undiminished among a certain breed of 

English whalernen comes as no surprise. What is surprising 

is his rejection of the hortatory manner that has accompanied 

all of his previous declamations and made of them either 

t he subtle stuff of Menippean satire, or else the generously 

overripe fruit of learning. 
In "The Decanter ," Ishmael 

the hospitality of the Enderby 
concludes his discussion of 

Whalers with a clearly Satl· r1·c treatment of academics. 

su~gests his conviction 
amusement at scholarly austerity ~ 

His 



that t he li ving t r ut h can never be 
llO 

satisfactorily 
by lea rn i ng a lo ne. A captured 

dmitting as 
a facetious pre1· . 1m1nary 

that good ch eer among whalers is 
neither normal or natural , 

Ishmael undertakes research into 
the records of old English 

in an attempt to dis whalers 

of the 
cover some clue to the origin 

strange fellowship aboard th S 
e amuel Enderby. 

Though his assumption of the abnormali·ty of 
good cheer 

among whalers is an amusing overstatement 
' its prescient 

accuracy as a portrait of the last few days of the Peguod's 

existence colors it with a quality of forebodini that 

compromises its humor. But this is a faulty beginning that 

humorously contradicts Ishmael's superior pose; he is too 

busy ignorantly satirizing learning to notice the parallel. 

Temporarily blinded by the brilliance of his own wit, 

Ishmael is so convinced of the validity of his conviction 

that English whalers enjoy a fellowship unique to their 

nationality that he self-consciously constructs an argument 

to support this view. There is no pretense to integrity ; 

neither the facts nor the experts he summons are reliable. 

He claims that during his research in the Leviathanic 

an a ncient Dutch volume "which histories , he came across 
11 h knew must be about 

by the musty whaling smell of it , e 
· t vened to guide 

whaling (p. 391). The nose of fate in er 
·b b the name of 

him. In the volume, by a likely sen e y 
fellow fr om Amsterdam-

Fri t z Swackhammer--an onamotopoetic 
for the dif f erences in 

he hoped to f ind an explanation 
by whalers of different 

attitude a nd behav ior exhibited 



nationalities. He had the 111 

vo lume translated by h1· s 
1 f . equally 

unlike y r1end , "Dr. Snodhead 

and High German in the Coll 
... Professor of Low Dutch 

ege of Santa Claus and St. 
Potts " (p. 400), who accepted for 

his labors "a box of 
sperm candles " (p. 403)--probably 

intending to lucubrate 
with t hem later in the semester. 

Dr. Snodhead allegedly 
translated the work, revealing it to be 

the records of a 
ship ' s merchant from Holland. From the translated work, 

Ishmael learned that the merchants of Dutch ports provide 

their whaling patrons with a reserve of ale far in excess 

of the amount provided to whalers who ship from American 

ports. From this information, Ishmael constructs a comical 

hierarchy of fellowship that depends on the level of 

intemperance typical of a whaling boat's point of origin 

and ports of supply. The satire is terse, and reveals a 

serious flaw in academic methodology. Argument , observa-

tion, and research lose integrity when they are in the 

service of a preconceived point of view. But Ishmael ' s 

amusing consciousness of error does not make him any less 

wrong. He is not dealing with men who are simpl y so drunk 

that they have no choice but to be hospitable or fall 

down. The men of the Samuel Enderby represent a different 

1·nspirations of a different 
kind of Man, affected by the 

kind of captain. 
are not reversed, Their moral compasses 

rnortali ty and 
t he y recognize the relationship between 

motivated to hospitality and 
limi t ation and they are 

' 



112 fellowship by a healt hy sense of 
the destructive powers of 

self - indulgence an d pride. 
They are , in short , everything 

that Captain Ahab and the helpless 
crew that he dominates 

are not . That they brutalize creatures 
as guiltless as 

the whale is , in their case , an accident of 
occupation; 

not , as it is with Ahab and his 
crew , a deliberate gesture 

of defiance aimed with malice indirectly at God. 

The Chase 

From the moment of his parting with Captain Boomer, 

Ahab involves the Pequod in the exclusive pursuit of Moby 

Dick, He erases from his awareness every aspect of whaling 

not directly related to the conquest of the white whale. 

Everything but revenge is reduced to insignificance by the 

thunder of Ahab ~s obsession. From the moment Ahab abandons 

the remotely redeemable pursuit of commercial whaling for 

the sake of a purely self-indulgent vendetta, his mission 

becomes, like the mincer's arch-bishoprick, a symbol of 

renegade willfulness, And the crew of the Pequod is 

implicated in the offense by their cooperation in the deed. 

Given the battle conditions aboard the Pequod after her 

d b it is curious that 
confrontation with the Samuel En er Y, 

t attend the question of 
Ishmael should choose this time 0 

1 population of whale s. 
the effect of whaling on the tota 

atmosphere abo ard 
Apparently, o nly now that the predatory 

by Ahab' s monomania has 
the whaler has been magnified 



Ishmael bo there d t o co nside . 
r in other 

mytholog i cal te rms the actual k. . 
illing 
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than commercial or 

of a whale. It is 
not amusing t hat Ishmael should . 

rise to a pantheistic 
consciousness at the precise moment 

that he is most d eeply 
impli cat ed in a profound affront to 

God and nature ; but 
the iron y does offer a comical gl· 

impse of the inadequacy 
of his brand of pragmatism. T 

o learn from experience , one 
must recognize in it the presence of . meaning. Ishmael 

occasionally has to be reminded to thi· k n , and to realize 

that there is something important to be considered. But 

more amusing in this case is his conclusion about the impact 

of whaling upon the entire community of whales. In the 

chapter entitled "Does the Whale's Magnitude Diminish?" 

Ishmael reasons that since the whale "swam the seas before 

the continents broke water " (p. 413) , its antiquity assures 

it an immunity to extinction. He further lists references 

to the survival of the buffalo despite systematic hunting 

by the Indians and optimistically compares the survival rate 

of the whale to that of the buffalo. He essentially absol ves 

the whalers from a moral responsibility for their deeds. 

that it is acceptable to 
The thrust of his argument is 

been hunted and have always 
hunt animals that have always 

man age d to persevere . 
thl· s ri gorously selfAdmittedly , 

amusing onl y in perspecti ve. 
justify ing apo logy is 

Ishmael 

can survi ve reason
. . on tha t a species 

is co rrect i n his op1n1 
the princ iple of 

bl the Wo rld fun ctions on 
a e dep r edation : 



preY and predato r . But the condition 
he is now a 

par ticipant i n is not reasonable. 
Ahab is a maniac who 

bas en jo in e d his crew to kill for 
the sake of killing, 

and this is what Ishmael h s ould recognize. The fate of 
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whales, he should have considered long 
ago, before burying 

the subject under an attractive halo of 
mythology. With 

his rejection of reason and mercy, Ahab has taken on more 

than just a white whale; and by complicity, the crew makes 

his transgression their own. 

In the chapter entitled "The Forge, 11 Ahab rides 

oratorical indignation to a crescendo of bitter feeling. 

He speaks to his blacksmith in poetic feet that are surer 

than his own , comparing himself, with the license of a man 

of only one thought , to the toughened scars that cover his 

body and face, to the cold insensitivity of steel, and , more 

convincingly , to a madman. He orders a special harpoon 

forged out of carefully gathered horseshoe stubs that he has 

been carrying around like gold coins in a secret leather 

bag. Their steel is the toughest metal workable. Not 

surprisingly , he intends for all this symbolic st eel to reSt 

finally in the bump of Moby Dick· In the fever of the 

the blacksmith and 
moment , Ahab takes a glowing rod from 

1 . with the gesture the 
begins to work it himself , revea ing 

as those that drive 
final privacy of emotions as intense 

the symbolic tensi on of the 
him . Addi ng still further to 

h heat of the forge , 
sce ne , Ahab, his face flushed by te 



115 mi niste r s unholy communi on to h 
is three harpooners, con

f irmi ng t he m into his satanic b 
rotherhood by annealing 

t he barb of his fresh harpoon • 
in their heathen blood. 

Af t er the extemporaneous ritual 
' Ahab utters in Latin 

a parody of the Christian baptismal • . 
incantation, and 

attaches the line to his spear. Th 
e scene is almost-

unbearably meaningful, threatening with every increase in 

dramatic intensity to burst through the limitations of 

symbolism and the restrictions of narrative into an 

unintentional parody of itself. But it succeeds, making 

the comic epilogue that follows a complete surprise, doubly 

effective for appearing unexpectedly. As the harpooners 

are walking away, dazed by the glare of the forge and the 

brilliance of the spectacle, Pip's laughter echoes across 

the deck. But it is not laughter appropriate to · the 

preceding scene. Pip's laugh is "light, unnatural, half

bantering"; it blends "with the black tragedy of the 

melancholy ship, and mocks it" (p. 420). The effect of 

Pip ' s last laugh is to dissipate the air of gloom pains-

takingly evoked by Ahab. It forces a revaluation of the 

b d the Pequod except Pip high purpose that everyone a oar -

thinks himself obliged to serve. Pip ' s laugh is like a 

tat the indignities men 
pronouncement of divine arnusemen 

suffer at the hands of fate. 
more faint , it becomes harder t o 

As the chase grows 

t ake Ah ab seriousl y . 
entitled ''The Needle , " 

In the chapter 

he f l uc tua t es paranoica 
the extremes of self

lly between 



po s session an d se lf-doubt. 
After having stood on the 

topdeck dur i ng an e lectrical 
storm and challenged the 

gods to de f y him , and having 
survived, through the 
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strength o f his will , timid Starbuck's 
aborted attempt 

at assassination , Ahab appears · 
incongruously disturbed by 

the failure of his navigational • 
equipment. It is true 

that the ship ' s compass possesses a certai·n symbolic 

quality that lends its reading more than just a practical 

importance, but compared with mainmasts · 11 i uminated by 

lightning during a storm in the chapter entitled "The 

Candles," a false indication of direction is relatively 

innocuous. Ahab ' s over-reaction reveals the amusing 

frailty of even the stoutest convict ion. "The Needle " 

begins with lordly Ahab standing at the helm of his ship, 

periodically turning to look at the sun behind him. The 

depth of his participation in the moment leads him to 

confuse cause with effect. Since the ship is travelling 

west , he imagines himself leading the sun, charting its 

f h So engrossed is Ahab in course like the captain o eaven. 

this specious metaphor, he refuses to believe it when the 

that the Ship's compass indicates a steersman informs him 

direction opposite to the obvious course of the ship. 

li·ar , and has to explain the mal
calls the steersman a 

He 

. its false reading 
f uncti on o f the compass by associating 

f t he night before. 
wi th th e t hunder storm o 

In fact , 

· t t Ahab ' s delusion. 
natur e is palpably refusing to Submi 

0 



The compass , like Mo by Dick f 
' re lects an image 

independe nt of human will. A 
hab is no more in 
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of purpose 

control of 
his sh ip than he is master of h ' is fate. The simplicity 
of bis delusion and t he depth f 

o his arrogance are 

reflected by the humorous recalcitrance of the 
compass as 

it witlessly refuses to cooperate 
with Ahab's poetic 

conception of events. By f ·1· 
ai ing to endow the phenomenon 

of the misreading compass with the same symbolic configura-

tion that he has associated with every other event in his 

recent experience , Ahab misses by choice an important lesson 

in metaphysics. There is nothing that obliges nature to 

conform to Man ' s habitual conception of her. Ahab has lost 

faith in the invisible powers that govern events and has 

replaced the loss with a magnified vision of his own making. 

His is a foolish religion of self-love that transforms 

personal misfortune into tragedy : t t ignores the suffering 

of others, devaluates justice as it emphasizes revenge , and 

embraces the convenient as it ignores the obvious. 

Neither is the crew immune to the selective interpre

tation of omens . Though less inclined than Ahab to mutila t e 

Order to make them conform to some preconprophecies in 
th Peauod deckhands ce i ve d no tion of personal privilege , e 

bit of supersti t ious opt i mism. 
are not abo ve indulging in a 

to color the And . nally all ow vain hope t hey, t oo , occas i o 
to s eek consola-

facts . 

tion by 

l e of t hi s te nden cy 
An amusing exarnp 

po r tent for t he f i nal 
delibe r a t ely mis taking a mere 



118 catast r ophe occ urs in the ch t 
ap er entitled " 

The Long Buoy. " 
As t he Pequo d nears the equator in 

pursuit of Moby Dick 
the crew members are troubled b ' 

that seem to hint at som f 
Yan accumulation of signs 

e orthcoming tragedy. They are 
bothered by Ahab's midnight diatribes and b . 

' Y his adverse 
relationship with the crew ; they are 

puzzled by the problem 
with the ship's compass, and tend to 

interpret the diffi-

culty as somehow ominously sy~bolic _: and, more 
immediately, 

they are bothered by the plaintive wailing of seals 

beasts whose cries are said to echo the voices of newly 

drowned sailors. Conditions aboard the Peguod are discon

certing, to say the least; and the crew is correct in 

its interpretation of signs as unfavorable. They are no 

longer involved in a whaling voyage from which they can 

hope to profit materially. Their sole consolation for 

success will be a vicarious participation in another man's 

lunatic revenge. Their chances for failure overwhelm the 

unlikely possibility of their success. And failure will 

' 
almost certainly mean death. What's more , a symbolic 

events Suggests t hat Moby Dick is more configuration of 

than a mere whale, and Ahab has ritualistically enliS t ed 

Of darkness in his contest with the support of the powers 

the allusive monster. In the face of the magnitude and 

1 · a little 
symbolism o f the confrontation that is deve oping , 

On th e ... oart of the crew seems only 
supe rs t itious timidit y 

are so anxious to allay their 
ap pr op riat e . But the men 



fea r that t hey jump with comical 
alacrity on the f' 1rst 

unfo rtun ate e vent that will 
accommodate interpretation 

as the fulfillment of a long list 
of chary forebodings. 
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When , at sunrise , a sleepy sailor 
falls into the sea while 

trying to climb to the ma th 
s ead, his fellow deckhands 

celebrate with amusing per · vers1ty his unlucky d . em1se. They 
think that his unfortunate encounter with fate is the 

tragedy that events have presa~ed, d 
~ an that by reluctantly 

succumbing to death the sailor has spared them the necessity 

of bothering further with dreary omens concerning the 

future. The shortsightedness of this wishful interpretation 

is as funny as is the ease with which the desperate sailors 

are able to devaluate, in the interest of collective 

equanimity, a lost human life. But when the lifebuoy that 

was thrown overboard to assist the drowning man itself sinks 

heavily to the bottom, and the men can think of no 

replacement for it other than Queequeg's elaborate coffin , 

their reluctance to revaluate the sailor's death in the 

context of these successive portents becomes amusing. 

Superstitious men can hardly be blamed for ignoring symbols 

that speak an unpleasant truth so clearly. 

fever of the chase, Ahab's And in the penultimate 
. insane is another 

self-conscious determination to remain 
an epic parallel in 

comic surprise. Though self-doubt has 
. . . Ahab ' s reluctance 

Christ ' s last-minute words of misgiving, 
P . I S 

Pip for fear that ip 
t o assoc iate t oo freely with 



impe rsona l ma dn ess may cance l out 
some of the self-
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i ndu lge nt fu r y of his own 
appears an extreme form of 

over compen sation . Anyone soc 
oncerned about maintaining 

the in tensity of his madness 
needn't worry about lapsing 

into unwonted sanity. Of course, Ahab is correct to 

perceive in Pip a curiously reversed . . 
m1rror-1mage of him-

self. Where Ahab ' s is an exaggerat d e personality , Pip ' s 

consciousness is independent of personality: he speaks of 

himself in the third person and demonstrates none of Ahab's 

morbid concern with subjective grievances. While Ahab's 

mania is specific, bound to a single tragedy and a single 

object of fixation, Pip's insanity is general , loosely 

associated with the entire phenomenon of irrational , super

sensory awareness: his disoriented wisdom calls into 

question, more urgently than does Ahab ' s, the ultimate 

nature of sanity, experience, and truth. And while Ahab 

is driven to action by a mad rage, Pip is pathologically 

detached. What he does manage to say usually contains 

some veiled reference to the vanity of all human aspiration ; 

a lazy doctrinaire fatalist, he d9esn ' t even bo ther to 

escape the fate of the doomed ship , though he recognizes 

the Pequod ' s end will be. Ahab, 
earlier than Ahab what _ 

Of Strl.fe , charges with proud abandon 
embracing the doctrine 

h elements and recon
into the fire that consumes all oft e 

P . embracing · · ve blaze ; ip , 
Ciles all opposites in its dest ructi 

d to a boundless 
t he doc trine of being , unselfishly surren ers 



Pr ese nce in t he pr ese nce f 121 
0 which it is . 

impossible for a 
man t o be p r oud . 

Of co urse , t he contrast between 
Ahab and Pip 

occasionall y leads the drama · 
in the direction of humor. 

In the chapter entitled "The c b • 
a in ," Pip holds Ahab by the 

hand and exchanges mad monologues · 
with him in a chapter-long 

example of a failure to establish communication. While 

Ahab expresses his fear that Pip's insanity may mingle with 

and dilute his own, Pip begs Ahab to step on him and sub

stitute a willing black body for the captain ' s lifeless 

white leg. Finally, Ahab leaves Pip with a blessing and the 

threat of homicide , both expressed within the space of a 

short paragraph. And Pip, standing in the spot Ahab has 

just left , attempts with humorous futility to puzzle out 

Ahab's judgment that the two men are somehow one . But his 

inexperience with paradoxes of the literary type leaves 

him incapable of saying anything more coherent than "Pip! 

Pip! Pip! Bong! Bing! Ding! Who ' s seen Pip? " ( P • 440) · He 

finally pursues the problem to the captain's chair in the 

middle of the ship, where his concentration falters and his 

a Pleasant fantasy of Admirals, 
imagination is overrun by 

at the dinner table , 
Lieutenants and disembodied epaulets , 

toasting shame to cowards. 
The scene is a rare one. It 

for a scene threatening slow 
Provides comic resusitati on 

dea t h by asphyxiation from gloom. 



122 Ahab apparently escaped Pip 's 
healing presence just 

in time. In the chapte r entitled 
"The Symphony, " he has 

grown sane enough to consider the 
impressi ve dimensions of 

his foolishness. Standing on the . 
main deck on the day 

before the first sighting of Moby D 
ick, Ahab contemplates 

with uncharacteristic sentisentality 
the exaction that a 

whaling career has demanded of his humanity. For the first 
time, he impresses one as a fellow human. He recalls the 
wife, friends, and family that he might still boast of had 

whaling not insinuated itself into his young blood and 

dominated him with an exclusivity increasing with th~ years. 

When Starbuck joins him at the railing, Ahab drops a tear 

into the sea and shares with him what must be, to Ahab, an 

unprecedented confidence . He tells Starbuck that this day 

reminds him of the day when, at sixteen, he killed his 

first whale. The irony of the timing of this revelation , 

just three days before it is certain that Ahab has killed 

his last whale, is self-evident. More interesting is Ahab's 

choice of the killing of a whale as an occasion for tender 

sentiment. His amusing inability to connect that firS t 

l· ncreas1·ngly careless successors , murderous deed with its 

ct tt in which he is now and finally with the absurd ven e a 
bis as transformed and 

involved, leads one to doubt that Aha 
tenderness suggest. 

regenerate as his tears and unfamiliar 
nition a necessary 

But this is Ahab's moment of tragic re cog ' 
d an indispensibl e 

Preface to the coming catastrophe, an 



el ement i n t he ritual off ate and th 
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That Aha b i s actually m 
e conventions of art. 

ore sentimental than 
tragic , and 

more f oo lish than aware is amu . 
' sing but ultimately 

unimportant. He is simply pl . 
aying out his imperfect 

notion of the tragedy that he is cert . 
ain fate has assigned 

to him. In fact , part of Ahab ' s . 
insanity rests in his 

belief that all action is out of his 
control--that every-

thing , including his insanity, is in the hands of fate. 

When Ahab complains of himself to Starbuck later in the 

same scene that because he sacrificed the pleasantries of 

a commonplace human existence, " a forty-years-fool has old 

Ahab been " (p. 441), he is only partially correct . He is 

a fool , but not because of his isolation, his career as a 

whaling captain, or even his angry fascination with Moby 

Dick. An insensitivity to the noble innocence of • the whale 

and observation of a doctrine of appetite and destruction 

simply make Ahab a magnified example of the self-indulgence 

and barren pride common to most men. Ahab is a fool because 

he recognizes more clearly than anyone , except Pip , the · 

implications of his actions , and yet chooses to behave as 

h As the Scene ends , Ahab regret-tough he had no choice. 

are turned round and round in this 
fully concludes that "we 

and Fate is the hand spike " 
world , like yonder windless , 

(p. 441 ) . moment to wonder where murderers 
He pauses for a 

to t he bar " (p . 455 ), 
go '' when t he judge himself is dragg ed 

with renewed dete rmina t i on , 
and then he r e turns to the chase 

so by behaving 
h f orgotten that f ools become 
aving apparentl y 

fooli s hly. 



From the time o! thei r d . 124 
ecks1cte 

mee ting unt i l the 
tina l scene, Starbuck becomes ! or 

Ah ab a silent reminder 
o! t he !ut i lity o! r eve nge . 

more than jus t a shared humanity : Starbuck 
represents an 

Ahab recognizes i·n 
Starbuck 

al ternati ve t oo sensible to ignore. 
While Ahab insists 

on anot he r attack foll owing each unsuccessful one 

reminds him that it is not yet t 00 late to stop. 
' Starbuck 

And in 
order t o decide whether or not t 0 listen to Starbuck's 

adv i ce , Ahab has to confront the vision o! h 
umanity that 

Starbuck provokes. By embracing humanity, Ahab will 

save his lite, but he will lose the sense o! purpose 

t hat drives him. Rejecting humanity, he can only hope to 

play out his vengeance to the end. In the chapter entitled 
-

"The Chase--Second Day , 11 Ahab makes his choice. Though he 

admits that Starbuck :forces him to confront in himself a 

disturbingly pleasant sense of human kinship , Ahab balks at 

the thought o! a merely human existence . A feature role 

in his own private melodrama is more appealing to him than 

a cameo appearance in God's. He takes Starbuck aside and 

tells him , " Starbuck , of late I ' ve felt strangely moved to 

t hee ; e ver since that hour we both saw--thou know ' st what, 

. But 1·n this matter o! the whale , be 1n one another ' s eyes. 

as the Palmo! this hand--a 
t he fr ont of thy !ac e to me 

liple s s, un! eature d bland. 
Ahab is forever Ahab, man. 

whole a c t i s i mmutabl y de c reed " ( p. 457 ) . 

is one of judgment . 

This 

About 

Finall y, t he n , Ahab ' s fail ur e 
. 1 decide bis !at e, 

t wil l ult i mate Y 
the single issue tha 



125 Ahab is uncharacte risti cally lucid. 
So, fo r al l of his 

poses and sullen proclamations , it is his 

that prescribes hi s end. Being a man , he 
common humanit y 

stumbles with 
a comedian ' s lack of gr ace, into the pitfall 

of self-
cteception . Ahab sees a v ision of himself 

reflected in the 
mirro r of another human soul , and rejects it as an 

impossible 
ideal. Instead, he chooses to invest his fai'th 

1
·n 

a vision 
of God r ef lec ted in the surly aspect of a big fish . 

Ahab ' s 

fatal choice not only certifies his death with a kind of 

comic inevitability , it reduces him unwillingly t o the 

status of a common man , from whom truths about all men can 

be deri ved. And contrary to the implications of Ahab's 

vision of heroic Man , eternally opposed to the inscrutable 

will of an impersonal god , Ahab ' s end and 'the decisions that 

conf i rm it argue for an appraisal of Man that is less 

promethean and heroic than limited, deluded , and comically 

ill-equipped to abide God ' s stubborn silence with grace. 
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